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MULTIPLICITY OF THE ADJOINT REPRESENTATION

IN SIMPLE QUOTIENTS OF THE ENVELOPING ALGEBRA

OF A SIMPLE LIE ALGEBRA

ANTHONY JOSEPH

Abstract. Let ß be a complex simple Lie algebra, f) a Cartan subalgebra and

U(g) the enveloping algebra of 0 . We calculate for each maximal two-sided

ideal 7max(A):/I e h* of {/(g) the number of times the adjoint representation

occurs in U(s)/Jmäx(X). This is achieved by reduction via the Kazhdan-Lusztig

polynomials to the case when X lies on a corner, i.e. is a multiple of a funda-

mental weight. Remarkably in this case one can always present U(g)/JmM(X)

as a (generalized) principal series module and here we also calculate its Goldie

rank as a ring which is a question of independent interest. For some of the

more intransigent cases it was necessary to use recent very precise results of

Lusztig on left cells. The results are used to show how a recent theorem of

Gupta established for "nonspecial" X can fail if X is singular. Finally we give

a quite efficient procedure for testing if an induced ideal is maximal.

1. Introduction

1.1. This work is a continuation of [23] whose notation we adopt. It is a natural

outgrowth of attempting to extend the validity of Gupta's theorem [12] and its

converse to nonregular weights.

1.2. Let g be a complex simple Lie algebra with triangular decomposition g =

n © b © n~ . Take X E h* dominant with respect to this decomposition and

let Jmin(X) denote the annihilator of the Verma module with highest weight

X — p. After Duflo [10, 8.4.4] Jmin(X) is a minimal primitive ideal and all

such ideals are so obtained. After Dixmier [10, 8.5.8] U(g) admits a unique

maximal ideal /max(X) containing Jmin(X) and all maximal (two-sided) ideals

of U(g) are so obtained. View U (g)/Jmax(X) as a g module for the diagonal

action. Our aim is to compute the multiplicity of the adjoint representation in

U(g)/Jmax(X). This is quite easy for X regular and indeed by [23, 3.5, 4.2, 4.3]

it equals rank g less the number of simple roots a satisfying (a ,X) = 1 . In

general this estimate is only an upper bound and its true value is suprisingly

more complicated to calculate.

1.3. Take a simple root a E B and let wa denote its associated fundamental

weight. We say that X E h*  (dominant) lies on the a-corner if it is a strictly
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positive integer multiple of coa and simply on a corner if it lies on some en-

corner. Our strategy is to first reduce our problem to the case when X lies on a

corner. This is done essentially by translation principles in §2.

When X lies on a corner, it turns out rather miraculously that Jmax(X) is

the annihilator of an induced module. Even more remarkably the induction

may be done from the Lie algebra of an invariant parabolic subgroup, see 3.11.

For the first assertion it turns out to be enough to show that the associated

variety ^"(•^rnax(^)) of Jmax(X) is the closure of a Richardson orbit, which we

verify in the following way. Suppose in fact that X lies on the a-corner and

let B' = B - {a} . Consider the G orbit tfB, generated by the regular nilpo-

tent orbit in the Levi factor defined by B'. We show that WB, c ^(-/max(/l))

and that equality holds if cfB, is Richardson. When equality fails we use a

symmetry property of the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials and results of Lusztig

[24], Macdonald and Beynon-Lusztig [3] to calculate the Gelfand-Kirillov di-

mension of U(g)/Jma)i(X). Comparison with the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of

quotient algebras over induced ideals proves the assertion in general. Curiously

the Richardson orbit is always an even orbit in this latter case. Now assume

more precisely that A = G)a . It turns out that we cannot always further arrange

that Jm3X(X) is induced from a one-dimensional representation. However when

this does hold we may then show that the quotient identifies with a principal

series module and calculate the multiplicity of its 6-types through Frobenius

reciprocity. In general further tricks are needed. For example it is possible to

relate the appearances of the adjoint representation for g to the appearance of

the short root vector representation in the "Langlands dual" of g. Finally for

some last intransigent cases we are reduced to using the very precise description

of left cells given by Lusztig [25, II, §10 and 28].

1.4. Via the equivalence of categories theorem for modules in the O and

Harish-Chandra categories [16, 6.26-27] we could in principle obtain the re-

quired multiplicities from the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials and the truth of

the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture [16, 16.3]. However this turns out to be quite

impractical except for checking one special case in type C3. Of course we lib-

erally use the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials to control the analysis (as already

indicated above). Again the results on left cells mentioned above are also proved

using the truth of their conjectures.

1.5. Take X on a corner. Though this is not essential for the computation

of multiplicities, we show that U(q)/ Jmax(X) is a principal series module and

calculate its Goldie rank as a ring.

1.6. Our analysis leads to a third (4.6) and a fourth (4.9) way in which Gupta's

theorem can fail for X nonregular. An example of the former is for Jmax(X) : X =

¿D5 in type £>7 and of the latter for a certain nonmaximal ideal in Es.

1.7. In 5.5 we found a remarkably efficient procedure (based on a result of

Jantzen) for testing if an induced ideal is maximal.
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1.8. After this paper was completed Jantzen informed me in a letter dated Au-

gust 12, 1986 that in a few cases the multiplicities given in the table can be found

in J. C. Jantzen, Zur Reduktion modulo p unipotenter Charaktere endlicher

Chevalley-Gruppen, Math. Z. 181 (1982), 97-128 as Verma module multiplici-

ties. Thus in type An these multiplicities can be read off from the formula on

the top of p. 117 (op. cit.) which moreover contains some interesting addi-

tional information. In types Bn and Cn when the corner root is an the result

appears in the middle of p. 120 (op.cit.). Although he did not calculate the

multiplicities for the remaining corner roots ar : r < n, Jantzen informs me

that his method gives in types Bn and Cn these multiplicities except in two

families of cases:-

type Bn ,    r = 2m + 1,        3m+ I < n,

type Cn,    r = 2m,       n < 3m,

where our result is obtained as a lower bound.

1.9. The referee suggested that it would be helpful to give some insight into why

the results are interesting. Here I can only give some general philosophy. One

often thinks that problems for X singular (i.e., on a wall) should be simpler

than for X regular or at least derivable from the regular case. However, we see

here that this is not always so. The point is that to solve the problem for X

singular by such a reduction we may have to solve a much more difficult and

entirely intractable problem for X regular. This is true here and it also applies

in studying unitary representations of complex groups which is much easier for

X regular. Perhaps when we have a deeper understanding of for example the

Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials, this will no longer be so.

2. Translation to corners

Fix —X E (}* dominant.

2.1. Recall [23, 4.3] that b\ := {a e Bx\(a ,X) = -1} . Given a E Bx let ä de-
note its affiliated root [23, 4.1]. In [23, 4.1] we showed that the adjoint represen-

tation occurs in the simple Harish-Chandra module V(-X, -wX) : w E Wi~wl

if and only if w = sä for some a E Bx and then it occurs with multiplicity

one. Thus in order to calculate the multiplicity of the adjoint representation in

V(-X, - X) = ^(flV^maxW it is sufficient to calculate (see 5.1)

(*) [L(-X,-X):V(-X,-sáX)]

for each a E Bx. Here L(-X, - X) is a principal series module which by a

classical result of Kostant may be identified with c7(g)/.7min(A). Of course (*)

is given by Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials; but only in a very implicit fashion.

Here we investigate how these multiplicities vary on passage to a corner. As

pointed out in [23, 4.2] this is more delicate than it would seem at first sight.

A slightly more general problem is analysed below.
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2.2. Let Px (q) denote the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomial for the pair x,y E

IV. Take B' ,B" c B and let IVB, (resp. WB„ ) denote the subgroup of IV

generated by the sn: a E B' (resp. B" ).

Lemma. Suppose B' nB" = 0. Then Pxy(q) = Pxw<yw(<l) fior all x,y E IVB,,

w E WB„ .

Take a e B" and set s = sa. It is enough to show that Pxw yw(q) =

Pxws yws(q) whenever l(ws) > l(w). Write x = xw , y = yw. By the

Kazhdan-Lusztig algorithm ([16, 16.2]; but beware of Jantzen's definition of

Bruhat order) we have

*W,(«) = P,,yM)AqPx,sy(q)-       £       ^\y'Wl{yl)-,[Z')+mP,s,A<l)-
z'Ç.W\z's<z'

Now p(z , z ) = 0 unless z < z , so we can assume z < y in the sum.

Again Px„ „(q) = 0 unless x" < y". In particular Px, , = 0 and we can

assume x's < z   in the sum.

Because z < y we can write z = zu: z e Wb, , u E WB,,. Since B nB =

0 the inequalities xws < zu < yw imply that x < z < y and ws < u < w .

The latter is clearly impossible and so we conclude that all the terms in the sum

vanish. This proves the lemma.

Remark. More generally Pxwyv(q) = Px,y(q)Pw,v(<l), Vx,y E IVB,, w ,v e

IVB„ given B' n B" = 0 .

2.3. Assume for the moment that X is regular. Set p = wxX which is dominant.

Take B1, B" c Bx . Assume ti n B" = 0 .

Corollary. For all x ,y E IVB, one has

[M(xp): L(yp)] = [M(xwB„p): L(ywB„X)]

where wB„ denotes the unique longest element in IVB„ .

Let Px (q) now refer to the Coxeter group (Wk,Bf). Since [M(xp): L(yp)]

= Px v(l), the assertion follows from 2.2.

2.4. Set p = wxX as before; but drop the assumption that X is regular. Recall

the definition of the circle product given in [23, 3.6].

Lemma. For all w eWx one has

[L(-X,-X): V(-X - wX)] = [M(p): L(w° o W)w~xX)],

where w° denotes the unique longest element in IV  := {w E W\wp = p) .

Remark. One may also veiw w owkw~ as the unique shortest element in the

left IV   coset of IVx containing wxw~  .
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Since p is dominant, M(p) is projective in D and we have an exact func-

tor M i-> L(M(p), M) from the O category to the Harish-Chandra category.

By [23, 5.2] we have isomorphisms L(M(p),M(p)) —► L(M(X),M(X)) ^

L(-X, -X). By [23, 5.3] it follows that L(M(p) ,L(w°ßowxw~lX)) ¿ 0 and

then by [24, 4.7] we have isomorphisms

L(M(p),L(w  o wxw~ X)) —> V(-w  o wxw    X, - p)

= V(-wxw~ X, - p) = V(-X, - wX)

as required.

2.5. By [23, 3.5] we can assume Bx c B without loss of generality and that

Bx E B because -X is dominant. Take a e Bx and let Bx be the connected

component of BxU{a} containing a. By [23, 3.7] the affiliated root á satisfies

s& c IVB . We wish to compare the expression in 2.1 (*) with the corresponding

expression in which g is replaced by the Levi factor defined by Bx . We use

a subscript Bx on [:] to denote the latter. Of course here the choice of Bx

depends on X . Set B2 = ß\ -Bi, B3 = Bx - {a} , B' = -wxBx , B" = -wxB2 ,

B1" = -u>xB3. Then w   — wB„wB„, and wB„ commutes with each w e IVb, .

Proposition. For all w E IVB   one has

[L(-X,-X): V(-X, - wX)] = [L(-X, - X): V(-X, - wX)]B¡ .

Set z = wxw~ wx E IVB,. Set y = wB„,tz E IVB,. Observe that (notation

[23, 3.6] (wß owxw~^)X = (wß.z)p = (wB,ll9z)p. Then by 2.4 it is enough to

show that

[M(p): L(yp)] = [M(p): L(yp)]B,.

After Jantzen [15, 2.14] we have

[M(w°ß(p + TV)): L(ymw°M(p + v))] = [M(w°ßp): L(ytw°ßp)] = [M(p): L(yp)]

for all v E IV    v e P(R)+ . Of course this result also holds for those quantities

defined by the subscript B' except that IV   must be replaced by IVB, and so

w   must be replaced by wB„,. Recall that w   = wB,„wB„ and that ytw° =

y,(wB'"wB") = (y*wB'")wB" Decause ytwB„, E IVB, and B1 n B" = 0. Take

v sufficiently large to make p + v regular and then set £ — p + v . From 2.3

we obtain

[M(wld): L(ytw°^)] = [M(wB„4): L(ytwBU)]

= [M(wB„¿): L{y,wB„4)]BI.

Here the last step follows from the fact that the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials

Pxy(q): x,yE IVB, (which determine the [M(x¿¡): L(y¡,)] depend only on WB,

(and not on IV ). This follows from their recursive definition. Combining the

above equalities proves the proposition.
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2.6. The result in 2.5 reduces the computation of the multiplicities defined by

2.1 (*) to the case when X is integral and B - B° = {a}, that is to the case

when X lies on the a-corner. This case will be analyzed in subsequent sections.

3. Some general theorems

3.1. It is clear that our final result must involve quite a lot of case by case

analysis. Here we prove some general results which are needed for this analysis

and which are also of independent interest.

3.2. Take -X E h,* dominant. For each w e IVX we set tx(w) = {ae Bx\wa E

R~). Let B' be a subset of tx(w~ ) n B. (In our applications X will be

integral, so xx(w) c B). Then if (a,wX) ^ 0 for all a e B' (for example

if X is regular) we shall in fact have (av, wX) E N+ for all a e B' and so

there exists a unique up to isomorphism finite dimensional simple pB, module

VB,(wX) with highest weight wX-p. Set MB,(wX) = U(g)®U{p .VB,(wX) and

IB,(wX) = AnnMB,(wX) which we shall call an induced ideal. Following [19,

10.1] we call J D Jmin(X) almost induced if it is a minimal prime ideal over an

induced ideal.

3.3. Let gr denote the gradation functor associated to the canonical filtration

of U(q) . Given an ideal J of U(g) we let 'V(J) denote its associated variety

which is by definition the zero variety in g* of grJ. Identify g with g*

through the Killing form. Given B' c B then Gxx\B, c g* contains a unique

dense nilpotent orbit and such an orbit is said to be of Richardson type. We

need and prove the following result only for -X E P(R)++. According to the

referee it can fail for arbitrary antidominant X, for example in type Z?3 with

X = CtJ, + jÖJ2 + ?5J3.

Lemma. A primitive ideal J D Jmin(X) is almost induced if and only if ^a(J) is

the closure of a Richardson orbit.

By [4, 4.6] one has ^(I^wX)) = GvnB, and so by definition is the closure

of a Richardson orbit. If J is almost induced then J is minimal over some

IB,(wX). By [16, 17.13(6)] one has T'(J) = T'(IB,(wX)). This proves necessity.

For sufficiency suppose that 'V(J) = GmB, for some B' c B .

Set R,+ = N5' n R and

Let p denote the Goldie rank polynomial defined by the coherent family of

ideals associated to / . (In particular rk U(g)/J = p(X).) By [18, II, 5.4(i), 5.5

and 21, 3.10] one has p E QWxpB,. Set D = {w e IVx\w~1B' c R+x} . It is a
standard fact (see [7, p. 37, exercise 3]) that we can write each w eWx uniquely

in the form w = w2wx: wx E D, w2 E IVg,. Since wpB, - (-1) {w)pB, for

each w e IVb, , it follows that QWxpB, = Q{w~{pB,: w E D}. On the other
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hand for each w e D, the induced ideal IB,(wwxX) is defined. We show that

it is possible to choose w E D so that J is minimal over IB,(wwxX).

Set A  = L(MB,(yX), MB,(yX)) where y E Dwx. This is a prime, noetherian

ring [16, 15.21] satisfying rkAy = dimVB,(yX) = (y~xpB,)(X). By the Goldie

rank additivity principle [16, 12, 3(4)] applied to embedding U(g)/IB,(yX) «-+

A we conclude that the Goldie rank polynomials (which are linearly indepen-

dent [18, II, 5.5] associated to the minimal primitive ideals over IB,(yX) form

a linear combination with certain positive integer coefficients equal to the poly-

nomial defined by rk^4   namely y~ pB,. These observations prove the lemma.

3.4. We remark that an induced ideal need not be primitive and so it is not

surprising that almost induced ideals are much more common than those in-

duced ideals which are primitive. Again if an induced ideal IB, (wX) is prim-

itive it does not mean that MB, (wX) needs to be simple or even that one can

choose a simple induced module whose annihilator equals IB,(wX)—for ex-

ample, consider the induced ideals in type A3 with Goldie rank polynomials

a2(ax +a2 + a3) noting [19, 11.5] in this connection. Yet we have the

Lemma. Suppose Jmax(X) is almost induced, that is minimal over some induced

ideal IB,(wX) := AnnMB,(wX). Then Jmax(X) = y/IB,(wX). Moreover one can

choose y E IV such that MB,(yX) is simple and Jmax(X) = IB,(yX).

The first part is immediate. For the second part we remark that as MB, (wX)

is defined for some w E IV by hypothesis, there exists y E IV minimal with

respect to the Bruhat order < such that MB,(yX) is defined. Now MB,(yX)

is simple because any proper simple submodule would be the image of some

MB,(xX) with x < y . Finally Jmax(X) D IB,(yX), whereas

d(u(s)/JmaxW) = d(U(g)/IB,(wX)) = card* - cardTc' = d(U(9)/IBI(yX))

so we get equality by the primitivity of IB,(yX).

3.5. To check that Jmax(X) = AnnMB,(yX) for some y e IVX it is enough by 3.3

and 3.4 to show that ^(Jmax(X)) = GmB, . There may be several subsets B' c B

satisfying the latter condition and each of these may give rise to an appropriate

simple module. We shall eventually wish to choose B' and y such that the

embedding c/(g)/ Ann MB,(yX) <-* L(MB, (X), MB, (X)) is an isomorphism. This

is rather more delicate.

3.6. In general Jmax(X) is not an induced ideal even when X is integral (unless

it is also regular). For example in type D4 one may choose X integral and on

a wall such that W(Jma\(X)) is the closure of the unique nilpotent orbit of

minimal nonzero dimension and this is known not to be of Richardson type

[17, Proposition 3.5 and §6, table]. Nevertheless we shall show that Jmax(X) is

induced when X lies on a corner. This inevitably involves some case by case

analysis. A first step is achieved by two technical results below.
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3.7. Take w E IV and let W(w) denote the subvariety of n defined in [20,

7.5]. For our present purposes we need only that ^(w) is the closure of the set

defined by the action of the Borel subgroup B (with Lie algebra b ) on nniü(n).

Now assume X E \)* is dominant, and take J D Jmin(X) primitive. By

translation principles [16, 17, 13(4)] we may choose p E X + P(R) dominant,

regular and w e IVx such that J(wp), J have the same associated variety.

When J = Jmax(X) we may choose w = wx . In particular if X lies on the

a corner then Jmax(X) and J(wB,p): B1 = B - {a} have the same associated

variety for any p E P(R)++ .

Given B' E B set nB, — xB, n n .

Lemma. Suppose p E P(R)++ and w E IV. Then T(J(wp)) d GW(wwb) .

In particular W'(J(wB,p)) D GnB,.

We have T(J(wp)) D GT(L(wp)) trivially and ^(L(wp)) D T(wwB)

(by [20, 8.15]—noting that p is antidominant there). This proves the first part.

Finally n n wB,wBn = n n wB,n~ = nB, .

Remark. Except in type An the above inclusion can be strict.

3.8. Take /¿eh,* dominant. The set X. := {J e Primc7(g)|/ D Jmin(p)}

is the fiber over p E h*/IV for the map Primc7(g) -» MaxZ(g) -^ I)*/IV

defined by J ^ J dZ(q). If p e P(R)+ (resp. p E P(R)++ ) it is called an

integral (resp. regular integral) fiber over Prim U(q) . Recall [21, 3.10] for each

/ E Prim (7(g) that 'V(J) is the closure of a nilpotent orbit and if J e X. we

say that this nilpotent orbit belongs to the fiber X. . After Barbasch and Vogan

[1,2] one knows exactly which orbits belong to the regular integral fibers, indeed

they are the special nilpotent orbits in the sense of Lusztig. For our purposes

we shall only need to know that each Richardson orbit belongs to some regular

integral fiber, a fact which is an easy consequence of [14, 4.6]. The following is

a direct proof of independent interest of a special case of Spaltenstein's duality

on nilpotent orbits being implemented by the order-reversing duality (cf. [18,

III, 4.7]) on primitive ideals. This was checked essentially case by case (cf. [1,

2,4]).

Proposition. Take p E P(R)++ and B1 c B . Suppose GnB, is the closure of a

special orbit, then T'(J(wB,p)) = GnB,.

Since "V(J(wB,p)) is an irreducible variety it is enough by 3.7 to prove

equality of dimensions. However as this fails without the hypothesis on Gx\B,

one can expect that a somewhat more roundabout argument is necessary. In

fact we shall interpret the Borho-Jantzen-Duflo t-invariant for primitive ideals

at the level of varieties.

Recall that p is integral by hypothesis and set Aï? = {L(wp)\w e IV and

"V(J(wp)) - GnB,}. The hypothesis on GnB, means exactly that AAA is

nonempty. For each Le A? let pv,L) denote the polynomial in S(l)) assigned
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to W(L) by the procedure of [20, §2]. By [20, §5] the space Q{pv{L) :Le2'}

is a IF submodule of S(h) (in fact it is even a Goldie rank representation).

Take L e 2C. Because L is a highest weight module we have ^(L) c

nn GnB,. Moreover by the Spaltenstein-Steinberg equality [16, 17.14(6)] and

[16, 10.9, 17.10] we have dimGnB, = 2dim(nnC7nß,) > 2dim^(L) = 2d(L) =

d(U(g)/ Ann L) = dimC7nB, and so we have equality of dimension. Let 2^": i E

y denote the irreducible components of nil GnB, (which after Spaltenstein

[31] is equidimensional) and let pv be the polynomial associated to 2^" as in

[20, §2]. Now T~(L) need not be irreducible (Tanisaki [32]) and this causes

some technical difficulties; yet it does follow from the above that ^(L) admits

some of the 2^ as irreducible components. Moreover by the remark in the last

sentence of [20, 3.2] every <Vj: i eS does occur in some 'TA'(L) : LeA? as an

irreducible component. By [20, §3] the space Q{pv : i E J^} isa If module

which by the above contains Q{pv : L e J?} as a submodule. (In fact by a

result of Hotta [ 13] the former is a simple module (the Springer representation)

and so we have equality.)

It follows from [20, 7.6] that 73nß/ is the closure of some W/ (i e/). We

let p denote the corresponding polynomial pv . Take aE B. We show that

(*) p has a zero on the a-wall & aE B - B .

Suppose p has a zero on the a-wall. We show that snp = -p. If not, then

by [20, 3.1] we have

(**) V = E "A
i€S

where the n¡ are nonnegative integers.

The hypothesis on p exactly means that a divides p . Let us show that a

does not divide p . By Hotta's result [ 19] p is a IV harmonic polynomial and

the above assertion is a general property of such polynomials. Indeed the space

of IV harmonic polynomials ^ is stable under differentiation so if q E ¡%?

is divisible by a it follows (by differentiation with respect to the remaining

simple roots) that a E <%* for some k > 2 and hence that a2 E %A. Yet the

invariant differential operator ^2ßelVa jm applied to a   gives up to a nonzero

scalar ^2weXV(wa,a) . This is nonvanishingand so we conclude that a c£ %f.

This proves our assertion on IV harmonic polynomials.

We call £ E P(R)++ sufficiently large if each (ßy, f) : ß e B is sufficiently

large. From the definition of the pv we have that pv.(£) > 0 for all i E

J" and all Ç E P(R)++ sufficiently large. Again the pv are homogeneous

polynomials [20, 2.3(iii)]. Consider the homogeneous polynomial p/a. Set

Pa = {r¡ e P(R)+\(t],a) = 0 and (rj,ßv) is sufficiently large for all ß E B -

{a}} . We have shown that p/a does not vanish identically on P (otherwise it

would be divisible by a ) and so we can assume without loss of generality that

(p/a)(r¡) ,¿ 0, V?/ e Pn . Yet p/a is homogeneous and satisfies (p/a)(¿¡) > 0
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for all Ç e P(R) sufficiently large so we easily conclude that (p/a)(n) > 0

for all r\ e Pq. Now for r\ e Pa we have sar\ = r\ and so ((sap)/a)(r\) —

-sa(p/a)(n) = -(p/a)(n) < 0. We conclude (as above) that (sap)(Ç) < 0 for

all £, e P(R)++ sufficiently large. This contradicts (**). We conclude that

sap = -p. Conversely if sap = -p then (as is well known) a divides p and

so p has a zero on the a-wall.

Finally let ma denote the nilradical of p . Since mQ is B stable we conclude

that BnB, c mQ if and only if a E B - B'. Thus (*) results from the previous

equivalence and the two case decomposition in the proof of [20, 3.1].

Choose L E AiA such that BnB, occurs as an irreducible component of

^(L). We can write L = L(wp) for some w E IV. Take a E B'. We can

write pv(L) = J2iejr m,Pv- where the mf are nonnegative integers and mi ^ 0

if and only if ^ is a component of ^A(L). Now as above we can show that

P„.('/) > 0 for ah n S Pa with equality if and only if pv has a zero on the

a-wall. Hence our hypothesis and (*) imply that pv(L) does not have a zero on

the a-wall. From [20, 5.2] we conclude that the Goldie rank polynomial pw_,

does not have a zero on the a-wall. The latter is exactly the condition that the

ideal J(w~ p) does not degenerate to U(q) under Borho-Jantzen translation

to the a-wall. Yet by Borho-Jantzen [5, 2.17c] J(wB,p) is the unique maximal

ideal of U(g) containing Jmin(p) with the property that it does not degenerate

to (7(g) under Borho-Jantzen translation to each of the a-walls a e B'. We

conclude that J(w~ p) c J(wB,p). Thus by choice of w and the irreducibility

[21, 3.8] of T(J(w~xp)) we have

G~n~B, = T~(J(w~lp)) D ^(J(wB,p)) D Gn~B,

and this gives the assertion of the proposition.

3.9. Take aEB and set ti = B - {a} .

Theorem. Take X E P(R)+ on the a-corner. If GnB,, coincides with some

Richardson orbit closure GmB„: B" c B, then Jmax(X) is the annihilator of a

simple module induced from a finite dimensional simple U(pB„) module.

This follows from 3.3, 3.4 and 3.8.

3.10. Take X E P(R)+ on the a-corner. The hypothesis of Theorem 3.9 is not

always satisfied; yet its conclusion always holds. To treat the general case we

first calculate the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension of U(g)/Jmax(X).

Let J*" denote the space of IV harmonic polynomials in 5(h). Then %? is

a IV module graded by degree. For each t e IV, let lr (resp. hz ) denote the

lowest (resp. highest) degree for which t occurs in 3ÍAA These numbers (and

indeed more precise information) were calculated in type An by Steinberg, for

classical Lie algebras by Lusztig [25, §2], for F4 by Macdonald and for the

remaining exceptional cases by Beynon and Lusztig [3]. An appropriate pairing

on %A involving the product of the positive roots (which transforms like the
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sign representation sn ) implies that

Take B' E B and set R1 = ZB'nR, Rl+ = R'nR+ , pB, = YlaeR'+ a■ After

Macdonald [30], we have that QIVpB, is a simple IV module say of type t(B')

and furthermore his analysis shows that Lfi/) = degpB, — card7?'+ . Now more

specifically take B1 = B - {a}. We give in the table along the column labelled

"degree" the value of lr,B')®sn for each Lie algebra and each simple root. This

was calculated from (*) and h.B,, determined as follows. For the exceptional

Lie algebras one is very nearly able to compute h,ßl) from the above formula

for l.B,. and the tables of Beynon-Lusztig [3]—essentially the value of lT,B,,

identifies t(TJ') . The remaining ambiguities (which arise only because Beynon

and Lusztig lacked the prescience to give their results in a manner best suited

to our purposes) can be resolved either by further use of [26, I] and the fact

that after [1,2] the representations concerned must be special, or by writing

to Lusztig. For the classical Lie algebras we used [25, §2] to calculate hx,B,,.

We describe this in more detail in 6.4-6.8. Let d denote Gelfand-Kirillov

dimension.

Lemma. Take p e P(R)++ and B' c B. Suppose X e P(R)+ satisfies B' =

{a€7J|(A,a) = 0}. Then

d{U(a)/JmnW) = d(U(g)IJ(wB,p)) > card7? - 2lT{B>)9sB .

The equality is due to Borho-Jantzen [5, combine 2.11 and 2.17c]. The in-

equality follows from the theory of Goldie rank polynomials and an inversion

property of the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. It occurs implicitly somewhere

in [1, 2]; but to spare the reader we indicate briefly its proof.

Let p denote the Goldie rank polynomial associated to the coherent fam-

ily of ideals J(wB,p): p E P(R)++ (which determines the Goldie ranks of

the corresponding quotient algebras). By [16, 10.9 and 18, II, 5.1] we have

d(U(g)/J(wB,p)) = 2d(L(wB,p)) = 2(card7?+ - degp), so we only have to

show that degp < lT,B,)(g,sn ■ This follows from the fact that t(B') <8> sn occurs

in the left cell containing wB, [2, Proposition 2.2.5] and that the Goldie rank

polynomial p satisfies degp = min/r where x runs through the irreducible

representations occurring in the corresponding left cell [18, II, §§2, 5]. One also

has equality if and only if QIVp is of type t(B') <g> sn . Though we do not

need to know this, Barbasch and Vogan [1,2] showed that the latter only fails

in three cases (one in type E1 and two in type 7?8 ). We check independently

(see below) that equality always holds if cardß' = card B - 1.

3.11. Take B' c B . After Richardson the action of pB, on its nilradical mB,

admits a unique dense orbit, say GX. Let PB, denote the parabolic subgroup

of G with Lie algebra pB,  and G    (resp.   PB, ) the centralizer of X in G
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(resp. in PB, ). We shall say that pB, is an invariant parabolic subalgebra if
PB, = Gx.

Theorem. Take X E P(R)+ on a corner. Then Jmax{X) is the annihilator of a

simple module induced from a finite dimensional simple module of an invariant

parabolic subalgebra.

Fix a E B and set B = B - {a} . The proof divides into two cases. First if

GnB, is a Richardson orbit closure. Here let us recall briefly how to calculate

the Dynkin data of the unique dense orbit in GnB,. Set X = YlaeB' *a • ^ ^s

well known that GX is the unique dense nilpotent orbit in the Levi factor xB,

of the parabolic subalgebra pB, . In particular GXr\nB, is dense in nB, and so

GX - GnB,. Furthermore applying the Jacobson-Morozov theorem to X EvB,

we can find an s-triple (X, 77, Y) in xB,. We have H - [X, Y] E [xB,, xB, ] and

[H,Xß] = 2Xß for all ß eB' (see for example [10, 8.1.1]). These conditions

determine 77 e h, uniquely. Let pB, and G)B, : ß eB' denote respectively the

half sum of the positive roots and the fundamental weights calculated in xB,.

One has 77 = J2{Ha '■ a € &} Dut it is more convenient to normalize the short

roots by (a, a) = 2 calling ß long if (ß, ß) > 2. Then (outside G2 ) we have

H = Hs,        where ô = 2pB, -     ^     0)ß .

/?eß'(long)

From the relation (valid outside G2 )

v   _ r 2:     a short,)? long,

1 1 :     otherwise,

we may calculate [H ,Xn] which is a negative integer multiple of Xa. In the

table this is given for each Lie algebra g and each simple root under the head-

ing "coefficient". The corresponding orbit can be easily worked out given this

data and the results appear under the heading "orbit(l)" in the table. Here for

the classical Lie algebras we use the notation in Carter [8, 13.1] and for the

exceptional Lie algebras the usual Dynkin data [8, 13.1].

If the coefficient is an even integer then the orbit is an even orbit in the sense

of Dynkin and automatically of Richardson type. Moreover from the subset RQ

of roots which have zero weight relative to 77 we can pick a basis B0 E R0C\R+

of simple roots and this determines the so-called Dynkin parabolic subalgebra.

The latter is defined to be the span of nonnegative weight spaces of 77. It is

well known to always be an invariant parabolic subalgebra. In this case the

Dynkin parabolic is also a polarization to the orbit. This proves the assertion

of the theorem in this case. Under the heading B" we have further computed

a Weyl group conjugate of BQ in B .

Even if the coefficient is an odd integer it can still happen that "orbit (1)" is

of Richardson type. In this case the only more difficult part is how to choose an

invariant parabolic subalgebra. In all cases we were able to choose a polarization

containing the Dynkin parabolic and here our choice could nearly always be
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made by simply taking BQ together with a suitable subset of roots of weight 1

relative to H under the heading Bx. The result is expressed under the heading

"invariant parabolic", in the table, and as before B" designates a IV conjugate

in B.

When "orbit 1 " is not of Richardson type, we have to appeal to the informa-

tion contained under the heading "degree" which is just the value of lT(B')®sn

and which by 3.10 gives a lower bound to d(U(g)/Jmm(X)). At the same time we

guess a subbasis Ê" of the roots such that (/?v , coa) E N+ for all ß E Ê" and

(by definition of a subbasis) there exists w e IV such that B" :=w~ Ê" c B.

The latter defines an induced module U(g) ®IUn , C, „ whose annihilator

J is contained in Jmax(X). We have d(U(g)/J) = 2codimpB„ and so if we

can choose Ê" such that 2codimpB„ = card 7? - 2l,B,)0sn it will follow that

equality holds in 3.10 and furthermore that the variety of Jmax(X) is the closure

of the Richardson orbit defined by B" .

In each case we were in fact able to satisfy the above equality and so prove

that Jmax(X) is an induced ideal. Here the choice of Ë" was aided as before

by a knowledge of 7?0 and Bx . The resulting orbit is given under the heading

"orbit (2)" and when this differs from "orbit ( 1 )" the former was always found to

be an even parabolic with É" defining the invariant Dynkin parabolic. Thereby

the above theorem was verified. The information in our table should be enough

to help the energetic reader through the computation.

3.12. Fix p E P(R)++ and a Duflo involution [18, III, 3.5] o of IV. Let

^(o) (resp. 3f&(o) ) denote the left cell (resp. double cell) containing a

[18, III, 4.6] and m(o) the degree of the Goldie rank polynomial paw . Take

x ,y E £¥e"(a). In [22, 4.8] we calculated SocL(L(x~lp),L(yp)) though here

some minor corrections had to be made [22, Corrigenda]. In more detail iden-

tify [M(-wp)] with w and define a Z basis a(w): w E W of XIV by iden-

tifying [L(-wp)] with a(w). In [22, A.3.6] we defined a bijection w h-> wt

of IV (taking Duflo involutions to Duflo involutions and left cells to left cells)

satisfying wtt = w, (wt)~ = (w~ )t. We showed that the multiplicity of

the simple module L(M(p) ,L(zp)) in SocL(L(xp) ,L(yp)) is just (-l)m(a']

times the coefficient of a(zt) in the truncated (circle) product a(x~ ) °a(yt).

(This differs from the circle product on Weyl group elements (used in §2) and

will only be used in §3.13.)

3.13. If we write

a(xt)oa(yt)= zZcx.,y.,zAz*')
zew

then the coefficients c     z coincide with those introduced by Lusztig (cf. [22,

3.2]). However we could also simply define cx tobe (-l)m(CT,) times the

coefficient of L(M(p),L(z" p)) in SocL(L(x~ p),L(yp)). For our present
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purposes the required properties of these coefficients can be deduced from the

latter definition as indicated by the remarks in parentheses.

One has [22, 6.4] the relation cv „ „ = c„_,     . „_,  (which also follows from
X $y )2 y       ,v\       ,2

D duality) the property [22, 3.2(iii)] that cx y z ^ 0 for some z e IV if and

only if x ,y~   are in the same left cell (which also follows from [11, 3.8]). It

is convenient (though not necessary for our purposes) to know that the cx

are cyclically symmetric [22, 3.2(iii)]. One has [22, 3.3, A.l]

a(xt) o a(«7j = (-l)m{a']a(xt),   VxeW(o)

(a result equivalent to [18, III, 3.5]). Then by cyclic symmetry a(ot) occurs

with coefficient (-l)m(CT) in the decomposition of each a(xjt)oa(x~{): x eW(o)

and not in a(xt)oa(y~l) for x,yEW(o) distinct. (This results from [33, 5.1]

if we note that L(L(x~]p), (L(y~lp)) admits the trivial t type if and only if

x = y .) Finally a crucial property of the circle product is that it is associative

[22, 3.2]. (This also follows from the associativity in the multiplication of

certain completion functors [33, last paragraph of 5.10].)

3.14. Let f,,^ be left cells in 3fto(a) which we may also view as IV modules.

After Lusztig [27, 12.15] one has dimHom^(g'1 ,W2) = card(^2 n C"1). In

particular if f (cr) is an irreducible left cell then W(o) n ^(o-)- = {a} and

so for all x E ^(a) one has SocL(L(xp),L(xp)) = L(M(p),L(op)) which

is a simple module. Now take X E P(R)+ and assume that x is the unique

longest element in its right IVX coset. Then (cf. [15, 2.11]) by translation

principles SocL(L(xX) ,L(xX)) is also simple. Moreover if J(xX) - Jmax(X)

then Soc L(L(xX) ,L(xX)) = L(L(xX) ,L(xX)) by Gelfand-Kirillov dimension

estimates (essentially [18, III, 4.13]) and so the module L(L(xX), L(xX)) is

simple. To apply this result we must (at all costs!) avoid having to compute x .

For this recall [21, 3.10] that W(J(xX)) is the closure of a nilpotent orbit and

furthermore the latter can be associated to a unique double cell ü^ carrying

the appropriate Springer representation as its special representation. Then it

is enough to check that every left cell in 3Ñ? is irreducible. (Except in the

exceptional groups the left cells in a given double cell always have the same

length.)

We shall need to generalize the above for cell length < 2. Let £?, be of

length 2 (as a IV module). One checks from Lusztig's tables of left cells in

[26, II, §11] (using [28] to ensure that the definition of cells in [26] coincides

with present one) that there exists a left cell ^ with dimHomw,.(i'1 ,W2) = 1 .

Let w be the unique element in ^ n Wx~ and o the Duflo involution in Wx .

Our assumption on ^ implies (cf. [22, 4.4]) that there is exactly one further

involution x E f, . Set a = a(at), b = a(xj , x = a(wt), x* = a(w~l). In

the following computation we ignore the (-1)'"' factor which is constant on

double cells and the o sign for a circle product.
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From 3.13 one easily checks that

2 2
(*) a  =a,       ab — ba = b,       b  =a + kb

for some ieN and

(**) ax = x,       bx = mx,       xx* = a + nb

for some m, n E N with w/0.

Identifying coefficients of a, b in the identity b(xx*) = (bx)x* gives m = n

(which also follows from cyclic symmetry) and I + kn = nm. We conclude

that m = 1 and k = 0.

Now choose any u E Wx~{ and set y = a(ut), y* — a(u~l). We have

yy* = a + rb for some reN. Let ^ be the left cell containing u. Since fêx

has length 2 and is multiplicity free (because the special representation occurs

with multiplicity exactly one) we conclude that card(^ n £f,~ ) < 2.

Suppose card(^3 n^j~ ) = 1. Then we must have by = sy for some s eN+

and our previous analysis shows that r = s = 1.

Suppose card(^ n ^_1) = 2 and let v denote the second element in W3 n

^_1 .Set z = a(vj , z* = a(v~l). We have /rp = sy + tz for some s, t E N

with s + i > 0. Yet b - a and so by (*) we obtain y - sby + tbz . Since

bz is also nonzero and a linear combination of y, z with coefficients > 0 we

conclude that s + t = I (after a suitable interpretation of b = a this also

follows from [18, III, 2.16(i)]). Now yz* / 0 and a cannot occur in this

product so we have yz* = lb: I E N+. Then (by)z* = lb = la . Since

again a cannot occur in yz* we conclude that by = z , that is s = 0, t = 1 .

Equating the coefficient of a in b(yy*) = (by)y* (or by cyclic symmetry) we

conclude that r = 0.

The above result may be summarized as follows. Let W be a left cell of

length 2. Then for each w ef the length of Soc L(L(wp), L(wp)) is less than

or equal to 2 and equals 2 exactly if the right cell W containing w satisfies

W nW' - {w} . In particular take X E P(R)+ and let M be a simple highest

weight module satisfying Ann M = Jmax(X). Let 2' fê denote the double cell

associated to Jmax(X) as described above. Then

Lemma. Suppose that every left cell in &W has length 1 (resp. length < 2).

Then L(M,M) has the length 1 (resp. length < 2).

3.15. Retain the hypotheses of the above lemma. If we are in the case of length

1, it is clear that c7(g)/ Ann M = L(M, M). Now suppose we are in the length

2 case. Assume that we can find a second simple highest weight module M1

with AnnM' = Jmax(X).

Corollary. Suppose z := rkL(M,M)/rkL(M',M1) > I. Then U(g)/Jmax(X)

= L(M', M1) and z = 2.
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Write M = L(w'X),  M  = L(w"X)  with w' ,w" the longest elements in

;ir right IVX   cosets. As in [18, I, 5.12(iii)] we define

rk L(L(w p), L(w p))
z... =

rk(U(g)/J(wp))

for each w E IV, p e P(R)+ with w the longest element in its right IVÜ coset.

By [22, 5.8] we have (making suitable corrections!) that

(-1) Cx.,y.,w.ZK
7

x~'   y~' /  ■- v    "' ~x, ,y. ,711» ~w

w&w

for all x ,y E 3Ñ?(a). Now za = 1  [18, I, 3.4] and so in the above situation
2 7

the relation b = a implies zx = za = I . Hence zT = 1. Take w E C(a)

and let f ' be the right cell containing w . If card(W(o) n 5?') = 2 then

ziDZ!7)-> = zo = 1 ana1 so zw = zui-1 = 1 ■ When tu = w" this contradicts the

hypothesis z > 1 . If card(W(o) n^') = 1 then zwzw_x = za + zt = 2. When

«/ = it/' the hypothesis z > 1 forces z((), = 2, z = 2 and zw„ = 1 . Finally

w', w" are in the same left cell (because M, M' have the same annihilator)

and so we have
E/_ . ,771(0")

y~l) Cw'J ,w',~\w,ZW

wer

where r = f'nC"_1 with W' (resp. W" ) the right cell containing w' (resp.

w" ). By the above if cardT = 2 (resp. cardT = 1) then z.w = 1 (resp.

xw < 2) for all w E T. By straightforward manipulations (involving the

circle product) of the type described in 3.14 one checks that the coefficients

(-\)m(a)cw,,_,„,-, w. < 1 . We conclude that zw„_x = 1 . Recalling [18, III, 3.4

and 19, 9.1] the corollary results.

3.16. We shall apply 3.15 to the case when L(wX) is a module induced from

a finite dimensional simple module V of a parabolic subalgebra pB, (in short

a module induced from pB, ). In this case L(L(wX), L(wX)) identifies with

a generalized principal series module. For our analysis we must be able to

calculate the multiplicity of t types in such a module. For this we proceed as

follows. Recall that as a U(pB,) module V is completely determined by its

highest weight say p - p (one must have p = wX if L(wX) = U(g) ®U{p  , V ).

Choose -v E P(R)++ such that (av ,wB,v) = (av,/z) for all a E B'. Let

E be a finite dimensional simple g module and Es its h, weight subspace of

weight 6.

Lemma. Assume that L(p) is a module induced from pB,. Then

[L(L(p),L(p)):E]=   J2 (-lfw)dimEß_wtl.
w € rr'g,

Since L(p)  is self-dual in the O category we have by a standard isomor-

phism that L(L(p),L(p)) identifies with L((L(p) ® L(p))* ) and hence with a
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generalized principal series module. Then [L((L(p) ® L(p))*): E] can be cal-

culated by Frobenius reciprocity (cf. [9, 2.12, 6.3]) and one easily checks that

the result depends only on the values of (p, a ): aE B'. In particular we can

choose p = wB,v with -v e P(R)++ . In this case the above formula follows

immediately from [11, 4.4, 5.3] if we note that dimEv_wv = dim 7? when

p = wB,v + à given that (5 ,a) = 0 for all a E B1. This proves the assertion.

3.17. The superiority of 3.16 over the Frobenius reciprocity formula is indicated

by the following results needed in computing our table. Here E&á denotes the

adjoint representation and in the case when g has roots of different lengths we

let Es denote the representation generated by a short root vector and Bs the

set of short simple roots.

Corollary. Take p El)* and assume that L(p) is a module induced from pB,.

Then

(i) [L(L(p), L(p)) : EJ = rank g - card{a e 7?'|(av ,p) = 1}.

(ii) [L(L(p),L(p)):Es] = dimE* - card{a E B'nBJ(aV ,p)= I}.

In 3.16 we may assume that p E P(R)++ without loss of generality. Then we

can show that the only nonzero contributions in the sum come when l(w) < 1 .

In fact this follows from say [23, 3.1] and furthermore if w — sa: a E B1

we must have (a ,p) = 1 . Since the dimension of the zero weight space

for the adjoint representation is just rank g and every root space occurs with

multiplicity one, this gives (i). (ii) follows similarly.

3.18. We shall need the following technical result. Let g be simple of type Bn

and let a be the unique short root of B. Let Bx, B2 be subsets of B having

the same cardinality (in our eventual application of the same type) and assume

a E Bx but a c£ B2. Let px,p2E I)* satisfy (px ,av) = 2, (px ,/?v) = 1 , for

all ß E Bx - {a} ; (p2,a ) = 2 for some a E B2 and (p2,ßv) = 1 for all

ß E B2 - {a} . Let E2s denote the simple finite dimensional U(g) module with

extreme weight 2a.

Lemma. Assume that L(p/) is a module induced from pB,: i = 1,2. Then

[L(L(px),L(px)):E2s] = [L(L(p2),L(p2)):E2s]-l.

As before we can assume pi E P(R)++ : i = 1,2. Then one easily shows

that the above formula results if one can show that there are no contributions

coming from terms for which l(w) > 2 in the right-hand side of 3.16. Here to

obtain such a nonzero contribution we must have

(p - wp, p - wp) < (2a, 2a) = A(a, a).

Now take y E B such that l(s w) > l(w) (equivalently that w~ly E R+ ).

One has

(p - sywp, p - sywp) -(p-wp,p- wp)

= 2(wp-sywp,p) = 2(wp,yv)(y,p) > 0
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and so it is enough to show that for l(w) = 2 we can at best get equality

in (*) and to analyze this case. Let us write w - s ss with y,ô E Bx or

B2. The previous analysis shows that we can assume (â , p) = 1 so ô is not

short and replacing w by w~l that both y,S are long. Then (p - wp,p -
wp) = (p,ôv)(ô,â) + 2(y,p)(p(sôy)v) = 2(a,a) + 2(p,(sây)v)(a,a)>A(a,a)

with equality only if (S, y) = 0. However the sum of two orthogonal long

simple roots is not twice a short root hence not a weight of E2s, so we get zero

contribution from these cases.

3.19. The simplicity of the induced module is not essential to obtain an embed-

ding in a generalized principal series module. Indeed we have the

Lemma. Take M E Ob D. If N := Soc M is simple and d(M/N) < d(M)
then we have an embedding U(g)/ Ann M into L((M®M)*).

Let S denote the duality functor on D. A standard isomorphism restricts

to an isomorphism of L(SM,M) onto L((M ® M)*).

The exact sequence 0 —> A —► M —> M/N —► 0 gives exact sequences

0 -> L(N, A) - L(N, M) - L(N, M/N) -*

and

<- L(N, M) <- L(M, M) «- L(M/N, M) <- 0.

Under the hypothesis of the lemma [16, 8.16, 8.17] implies that L(N ,M/N) = 0

and L(M/N, M) — 0 and so we get an embedding of L(M, M) into L(N, A).

Since SN = A we also have an exact sequence 0 —► S(M/N) —* SM -* A —>

0. As before L(S(M/N), A) = 0 and so we obtain an isomorphism

L(N,N) -^- L(6M,7V).

Finally the embedding of A into M gives an embedding of L(SM, N) into

L(ôM, M) and proves the lemma.

3.20. Take B' c B and p E h* such that (p,av) e N+ for all a E B'. Then

we have a finite dimensional simple U(pB,) module VB,(p) with highest weight

p - p . Set MB,(p) = U(q)<8>U{    , VB,(p). Let tfB, denote the Richardson orbit

defined by B1. The following result was noted by Gupta [12, 2.8]. We sketch a

proof for completion.

Lemma. Suppose pB, is an invariant parabolic subalgebra, dimVB,(p) = 1 and

cfB, has normal closure. Thenthemap U(q)/ AnnMB,(p) —► L(MB,(p), MB,(p))

is an isomorphism. Furthermore [U(q)/ Ann MB,(p): E] = E1"' for any finite

dimensional g module E.

It is well known that M = MB,(p) with dimVB,(p) = 1 satisfies the hy-

pothesis of 3.19. Since [L((MB,(p) ® MB,(p))*): E] = dim7sts' by Frobenius

reciprocity we obtain [t7(g)/ AnnMB,(p): E] < dimE*8' . Set X = G/PB, and

Ix = AnnMB,(-wB,p). If M = MB,(-wB,p) then by [9, combine 2.12, 4.7,
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5.5, 6.13] the embedding in 3.19 is an isomorphism. In the language of Borho-

Brylinski, Ix is the annihilator of the operator representation of the generalized

flag variety X. They show [5, 5.6] that grlx = y/grlx under the hypothesis

of the lemma. Yet y/grlx = y/grAnnMB,(p) by [5, 4.7]. Then

dimEx"' = [U(S)/IX: E] = [S(&)/grIx: E] = [5(g)/^/gr7^: E]

= [S(s)/yjgrAnnMB,(p): E] < [[/(g)/ AnnMB,(p): E] < dimE*«' ,

which (cf. 3.19) proves the required assertions.

3.21. It may be a nuisance to verify the last condition of 3.20 and in fact when

AnnMB,(p) is a maximal ideal we do not even need it. Actually it is educative

to observe the following more general result. Assume that dim VB, (p) = 1.

Then (cf. [16, 15.21(2)]) L(MB,(p),MB,(p)) is an integral domain admit-

ting U(q)IAnnMB,(p) as a subring. Since both rings are noetherian they

admit classical rings of fractions and we obtain an embedding [16, 11.16]

Fract U(q)I AnnMB,(p) '-> FractL(MB,(p),MB,(p)) of skew-fields. Let zB,

denote the dimension of a larger over the smaller which (see below) is the same

on either side. Take X e cfB, and recall the notation of 3.11.

X X
Lemma.  zB, divides [G   :PB,].

In the language of [4, 5.8] let y denote the p-multiplicity of AnnMB,(p).

It is enough to show that yzB, = [G : Pßl]. If M is a finitely generated left

U(q) module let e(M) denote its Bernstein multiplicity. One has

zB, = e(L(MB,(p),MB,(p)))/e(U(Q)/ AnnMB,(p))

by [16, 11.20]. Since MB,(p),MB,(-wB,p) are isomorphic as c/(n+) mod-

ules, (MB,(p) <g> MB,(p))*, (MB,(-wB,p) ® MB,(-wB,p))* are isomorphic as

U(n+)®U(n+) modules. By Frobenius reciprocity (cf. [10, 5.5.8]) they are iso-

morphic as U(t) modules and so L((MB,(p) <g> MB,(p))*), L((M'B,(-wB,p) <g>

MB,(-wB,p))*) are isomorphic as U(n+) ® U(n+) modules. Now as noted in

[18, II, 5.6] their Bernstein multiplicities may be calculated from just this latter

structure and so we conclude that

e(L(MB,(p),MB,(p))) = e(L((MB,(p)®MB,(p))*))

= e(L((MB,(-wB,p) 0 MB,(-wB,p))*)) = e(U(S)/Ix).

(Here the first equality holds because the embedding defined by 3.19 with

M = MB,(p) can fail to be an isomorphism only by terms coming from Ext

groups involving M/N. Because d(M/N) < d(M) these have strictly lower

Gelfand-Kirillov dimension and the last equality follows from the Berline-Duflo

isomorphism noted in 3.20.) Taking account of [4, 5.8, 5.9, 5.11; 6, 3.9] and

recalling (3.20) that y/grlx = y/grMB,(p) gives the required assertion.

3.22. (Notation 3.17, 3.20.) The above result gives the following version of 3.20,
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namely

Theorem. Suppose pB„ is an invariant parabolic subalgebra, diml^,,^) = 1

and Ann MB„(p) = Jmax(p). Then U(g)/ Ann MB„(p) is a generalized principal

series module. In particular

(i) [JmJ^/JmJ^):Ead] = cardB".

(Ü) VmJ/*)/JmiD(p): Es] = cardB" nBs.

By 3.21 the hypothesis implies that zB, = 1 . Then the first part follows as

in say [19, 9.1 (ii)]. The second part follows from 3.17.

3.23. Take A € h* and w E Wx satisfying w = wx (that is w is the unique

maximal longest element in its right Wx coset). In [18, III, 2.8, 3.4] we associ-

ated two integers zw ,zw to the embedding U(q)/J(wX) «-* L(L(wX),L(wX)).

The first measures the ratio of Goldie ranks and the second generalizes the zB,

defined in 3.21. Curiously z = z,ui_, [18, III, 3.4]. Let GX denote the nilpo-

tent orbit whose closure is JA(J(wX))—recall [21, 3.10] and let Ax denote
y

the component group of G . One may ask if zw divides \AX\. A difficulty

here is that 3.21 fails to extend to the case when zw > I. For example take

w = sßsitsß and X = coa in type G2. By say 5.4 one has L(wX) = Ma(wX).

Yet zw',zw = 2 [18, III, Table II] which divide \AX\ = 6 [8, p. 401]; but not

[Gx : P ] which equals 1 (resp. 3) if a is short (resp. long)—see [4, 5.7].

3.24. We need the following technical result. Assume g simple of type F4 and

take B = {ax ,a2,a3,a4} with a3,a4 short. Set sa  = s(: i— 1,2,2,4 and

cr3 = sJo2s}, u = s2ox , v = sJo2. Observe that wB = — 1 .

Lemma. For all t\ e -P(R)++ one has

(i) SocL(L(xc:),L(x£)) = K(a3c:,c:).

(ii) SocL(L(xí),L(yO) = K(v{,í).

(iii) SœL(L(yZ),L(yÇ)) = V{<i2Z,Z).
(iv) Soc L(L(yt;),L(ztl)) = V(ucl,c;).

(v) Soc L(L(z,t:),L(zt:)) = V (a xcl,tl).

This follows from [11, 4.4; 18, III, 4.2, 5.5; 5, 2.17c] and the table. In

fact recall the Borho-Jantzen-Duflo r-invariant defined by first setting x(w) =

Bnw~lR~ . In general L(z£,) is a quotient of MB,n(z<\) where B1" = t.(z~ ) =

{a, ,a2,a4} from which we conclude that

d(L(zc;)) < d(MB,(ztl)) = card R+ - card r'"+ = card7<+ -A.

Yet t(z) = {a2} and from the heading "degree" in the table for a = a2 in type

F4 we conclude that d(L(-wB,c;)) = card7?+ - 4 where B' = {a, ,a3,a4}.
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Then by [5, 2.17c] we obtain J(zÇ) = J(-wB,£) . Yet er, = wB, and by [18,

III, 4.2] the latter is a Duflo involution and we conclude that V(oxt;,cl) =

Soc(U(q)/J(zc;)) which is hence a simple submodule of L(L(zc%) ,L(zc%)).

Now we use [18, III, 5.5] to prove successively that the right-hand sides of

(v)-(i) occur as simple submodules of the left-hand sides. Here one should note

in particular the behavior of the T-invariant. Yet by [11, 4.4] the right-hand

side of (i) is just Soc U(g)/J(xc¡) which is a simple module. This proves (i)

and shows in particular that tr3 is a Duflo involution. Finally we apply [18, III,

5.5] to prove successively (i)-(v).

3.25. Retain the notation and hypotheses of 3.24. Set a = a2. Using Jantzen's

irreducibility criterion (5.4) one checks that MB,„(—zû)n) is a simple module

and hence equals L(-zG>n). Noting that z is of minimal length in its right

IV( coset (Ç = -&>a) we conclude by translation principles and 3.24(v) that

i/(g)/7max(©(t) coincides with L(MB„,(-zœa), MB,„(-zCoa)) which is a (gen-

eralized) principal series module. Also B :— -z~ B1" = {a2 + 2a3,a, +

a2,a2 + a3 + a4} and so dim VB,„(-zcon) — 2 .

A. Multiplicity on corners

4.1. Fix a E B and set X = a . Let â denote the root affiliated to a as defined

in [23, 4.1]. By [23, 2.4, 4.1] the adjoint representation occurs with multiplicity

one in V(-X, - ssX) and does not occur in any other simple subquotient of

■^maxW/^minW • (^ ^^e care is needed to obtain the above conclusion because

X had previously been taken to be antidominant.) This gives the

Lemma. Take X = Co . Then
a

lU(Q)UmiDW: V(-X, -snX)] = [Jmax(X)UmJX): EJ.
Remark. The left-hand side is of course independent of the choice of X on the

a corner.

4.2. We attempt to calculate the right-hand side of 4.1 by using 3.22. By 3.11

all the required hypotheses are satisfied except possibly that dimVB„(p) = 1

which may fail. (Here p = wX where w E IV conjugates the subbasis É" of

R listed in the table under the heading "invariant parabolic" into B"—see

also the discussion in the proof of 3.11.) We list dim VB„(p) for our particular

choices in the table and when dim VB„(p) = 1 we obtain the left-hand side of

4.1 to be card B" and this is listed under the heading "multiplicity" in the table.

4.3. Suppose now that dimVB„(p) > 1 (as listed). When root lengths differ

we can sometimes avoid the ensuing difficulty by passing to the "Langlands'

dual" of g. Indeed recalling that X is integral it follows by the truth of the

Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures that the left-hand side of 4.1 depends only on the

specification of the pair ( IV, B) as a Coxeter group. For example, take g of

type Bn with a = a2m+x : 3m + 1 < n. Then dimVB„(p) = 2. Since a is

long we have a = a.  By the above remark we may calculate [U(q)/Jmin(X) :
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V(—X, - saX)] by assuming that the data refers to g of type Cn . Now in this

case it happen fortuitously (see table) that dim VB„(p) = 1. However a is now

a short root in type Cn (and in fact distinct from the affiliated root) so the

result is not necessarily the multiplicity in type Cn (which equals 2m + 1). In

fact the required value is given by WmaxW/JminW ■ Es] and by 3.22(H) equals

card(B"nBs) = 2m+l.

4.4. A second and more interesting case occurs in type Cn with a = an . Then

dim VB„(p) = 2["' . Since a is long we have a = ä . As before we calculate

[U (g)/Jmin(X) : V(-X, - s(tX)] by assuming that the data refers to g of type

Bn. Here again dimVB„(p) = 1 (see table). However a is now a short root

in type Bn (and in fact distinct from the affiliated root) so the result is not

necessarily the multiplicity in type Bn (which equals \(n + l)/2]). Indeed

the required value is given by [JmaxW/JminW '■ Es] and by 3.22(H) equals

card(7i" n Bs) = 1.

4.5. In the above situation we observe that the multiplicity is much smaller than

we might expect and more precisely strictly smaller than card7?" = [(n + l)/2].

This could lead to a third way in which Gupta's theorem can fail for "special"

X. The first bad case occurs for n = 3. With a = a3 and X = cû3 we find

that JmaxW/Jmin(X) admits only one copy of the adjoint representation. Let us

show that this cannot generate Jmax(X). In fact from the heading "degree" we

conclude that d(U(g)/Jmax(X)) = cardR-A. On the other hand V := V^(X)

is a one dimensional representation of the almost minimal parabolic subalgebra

p := pa and so the corresponding induced ideal 7 := Ann U(g) ®u{r¡) V is

contained in Jmax(X) (strictly because d(U(g(/I) = cardTc - 2). By [23, 2.4]

the adjoint representation already occurs in I/Jmin(X). However we do not

get a contradiction to Gupta's theorem because although /max(A) is induced by

3.4, it is not completely prime. This will follow from 3.14, [16, 15.2(2)] and

the fact that dim VB„ (X) = 2 if we can show that the corresponding left cell

is irreducible. According to the column "orbit (2)" the zero variety of Jmax(X)

is the closure of the orbit (3 ;0) in Carter's notation—the elementary divisors

being 3,3. According to Lusztig [26, I, p. 334] this orbit (which is Richardson)

corresponds to the special representation in which A, = 0, px = 2, A2 = X.

Only Xx is distinct from the other integers and so 2r+ 1 = 1 in the notation of

Lusztig [26, II, top of p. 221], that is r = 0 and by Lusztig we conclude that this

special representation is associated with 2r = 1 representations (i.e. no others).

After Lusztig [28] this association is just that which describes the representation

occurring in the left cell containing the above special representation which we

conclude is irreducible, as required. (Further calculations of this nature will be

left to the reader.)

Finally we remark that this is the only not too easy example where we can

check our conclusions concerning multiplicities by appealing directly to the
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Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials and even here I had to ask a student, A. Mel-

nikov, to do the calculation of the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials for me (ac-

tually the relevant multiplicities were also calculated by Jantzen even before

Kazhdan-Lusztig for this case). We must in fact show (for a = a3 in type C3 )

that [L(-X, - X) : V(-X, - snX)] = 1 where X = co3. Noting that wx = -I it

follows from 2.4 (recall that X is antidominant in 2.4 and dominant here) that

[L(-X, -X) : V(-X, -saX)] = [M(X) : L(w°x.saX)]

= [M(X):L(w°x,sa,w°xX)]

n       ,,, 0 0
= Pew(l):w = wx.sa.wx,

by the truth of the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture and [15, 2.14b]. (Here we need

w to be of maximal length in its right Wx coset). Now wx = sxs2sx and

sa = s3 (where s¡ = sa so we conclude that w = sls2s3sxs2sx and as required

P w ( 1 ) = 1. Had we wished to do the same calculation for 7?3 with a = a3

then because a is now short we must replace a by its affiliated root á = sa a2

and then w  becomes w,.S-,w,  = 21323121.   In fact P„,,(l) = 2, which
A     a       A e ,777v   ' '

agrees with the multiplicity of 2 appearing in type 7?3 for a = a3.

4.6. The method described in 4.3 allows one to treat the only case in F4 for

which dimVB„(p) > 1 (and of course the case in G2 but which is trivial

anyway). These methods fail however to treat two cases in type 7sg (when

a = a3,a4) and two families of cases in types Bn,Cn,Dn. These cases are

all settled by calculating the lengths of the corresponding left cell which always

turns out to be < 2. Under the heading "representation" we give the special

representation generated by the Goldie rank polynomial associated to Jm (X)

using the notation of Lusztig. We then use the truth of Lusztig's conjecture on

left cells settled by Lusztig [28] himself to compute cell length. The calculation

is the same as that outlined in 4.5. The result is given in the table under the

heading "length". In type 7?g and one of the families in types Bn,Cn, Dn the

cells are irreducible and so U(g)/Jmax(X) is a principal series module by 3.14

and the required multiplicity is calculated from 3.17(i). In the remaining cases

the cells have length 2 and little more work is needed as described below.

4.7. Take g of type Dn with a = a2m+x: 3m + 1 > n > 2m + 1 . Then

dim VB„(p) = 2 m '" . Let M be the corresponding induced module which by

3.4 can be assumed to be simple. Under the heading Ê'" we give a subbasis of

R+ (determined as before by inspired guesswork using the description of BQ )

such that B'" := wB1" c B for some w E IV and dim VB„,(wX) = 2im+[~".

(Fortunately we do not have to calculate w .) Furthermore cardR1" = 2 "de-

gree" and so by 3.4 we can assume with loss of generality (in effect with a possi-

ble change of w ) that the induced module M' is simple and Jmax(X) = Ann M'.

Now we have embeddings U(g)/Jmax(X) <-► L(M,M) and U(g)/Jmax(X) <-+

L(M' ,M')  and by [16, 5.21(2)] that  rkL(M,M) = dimVR„(p) = 22m+2~"
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whereas rk L(M', M') = 23m+1"". Since the cell length is 2 it follows from

3.15 that the second embedding must in fact be an isomorphism and then we

calculate multiplicity via 3.17(i). The first interesting case occurs when n = 1,

m = 2, that is in D1 for a = a5. Then card7?" = 5, yet dimVB„(p) = 2

so the multiplicity may fail to reach its anticipated value of 5. Curiously one

cannot find a subbasis C of R such that (a,G>5) = 1 for all a e C and

card C = 5 . This was checked by D. Charcon on the Weizmann Institute com-

puter. (I later realized that this could also be checked by a hand computation.)

In our choice of B1" we have card B1" = 4, yet B'" is of type A2 x A2 while

B" is of type A2x Ax x Ax x Ax so induction can still lead to the same ideal.

Finally dimVB,„(p) = 1 so our ideal is completely prime. The multiplicity

of Ead in c/(g)//max(A) equals 4. Deleting the Ax factor in B" contribut-

ing to the factor 2 in dim VB„(p) we obtain in an obvious fashion an induced

module from a one dimensional representation whose annihilator J satisfies

by 3.19 and 3.17(H) the relation [U(g)/J : Ead] < 7 - 4 < 3. We conclude

that [J/JminW ■ Eai] > A. Yet d(U(g)/J) = cardT? - 10 > d(U(g)/Jmax(X))
and so J % Jmax(X). Since Wmax(X)/ Jmm(X) : Ead] = A we conclude that

[Jmax{X)l J : Ead] = 0. Since Jmax(X) is a completely prime induced ideal which

obviously cannot be generated by a copy of Ead we really do obtain a third

way in which Gupta's theorem can fail for special X. The reader may amuse

himself by finding similar failures in types DJk+7 : k = 1,2,3,....

4.8. A similar analysis applies in type Cn with a = a2m :3m > n > 2m . We

may also distinguish generalized principal series modules by their Goldie ranks.

The relevant data is given in the table.   One finds that rk(U(g)/Jmax(X)) =

2 m~"~ and so is completely prime for 3m = n + 1. Yet the multiplicity

equals 2« - Am + 1 which coincides with cardTi" = n - m in the above case

so we do not immediately obtain a counterexample to Gupta's theorem for X

special.

4.9. Finally consider the case when g is of type Bn with a = a2m : 3m >

n > 2m. Here curiously both principal series modules have the same Goldie

rank (but this does not imply equality with c7(g)//max(A) because the Goldie

skew-fields may differ). In this we use the estimate in 3.18 to distinguish the

principal series modules, with Bx = B" , B2 = B   , as tabulated.

The necessary data is given in the table. Alternatively one may use the Cn

computation for a2m noting that B1" has exacty one long root ß such that

(ßv )(u) = l. Via 3.17 the multiplicity 2« - Am is exactly one less than the

corresponding value for Cn . Again we do not get immediate counterexamples

to Gupta's theorem for X special.

4.10. There is a fourth way we can get Gupta's theorem to fail for X special,

namely we find distinct nonmaximal ideals 7,, J2 such that [Jxf'Jmin(X) : Ead] =

[■V-'m.nW : £adJ = VmJVIJmmW : £adJ which are induced and completely

prime.  Obviously both Jx/Jm[n(X) and J2IJmXn(X) cannot be generated by a
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copy of the adjoint representation since this would imply that they are equal.

The phenomenon can be relatively easily exhibited if [JmaxW/Jm{nW '■ Ead]

is too small. We illustrate this in type Eg with a = a4. Here the above

value is 6 rather than card B" = 7. The factor 2 in the Goldie rank comes

from a, e B". Take 7, to be the ideal obtained by deleting ax (see 4.7).

As in 4.7 we conclude that /, is completely prime, that (3.17(1)) [U(g)/Jx :

Ead] < 8 - 6 so [Jx/JmJX) : Ead] = 6 and d(U(g)/Jx) = cardTc - 42 (whereas

d(U(g)/Jmax(X)) = cardT? - 44). Now from Ë" (given under the heading

invariant parabolic) delete ß5 :- (0001111)—which is eventually carried into

a5 and apply s4 to the remaining roots. One checks that (y ,X) = I for all ye

s4(É" -{ß}) =: Ê'" and that Ê'" is conjugate to B1" := {ax ,a2,a4,a6,a7,as}

which is of type A{xA2xA3. Thus, as above, the corresponding induced ideal

J2 is completely prime, satisfies [J2/JmmW : 7iad] = 6 and d(U(g)/J2) =

card 7? - 20, so is distinct from /, .

5. The multiplicity formula

Take -X E h* dominant.

5.1. We now describe how to calculate [U(g)/Jmax(X) : E] for each X E I)*. As

in [23, 4.3] we set Bx = {a E Bx\(av ,X) = -1}. By [23, 3.5] we can assume

that B{x c B without loss of generality.

Lemma. For each -X E h* dominant one has

mtilJ^k) : EJ = rankg - £ [L(-X, - X) : V(-X, -säX)].
aEB<

Recall that U(g)/Jmm(X) = L(-X, - X), that U(g)/Jmax(X) - V(-X, - X)
and that the latter module occurs with exactly multiplicity one in L(-X, - X).

As noted in [23, 4.3] the adjoint representation occurs only in V(—X, -X) and

the V(—X, — sfX): a e Bx which are pairwise nonisomorphic. Furthermore

it occurs with exactly multiplicity one in each V(—X, - s&X) : a E Bx . Since

[L(-X, - X) : Ead] — Ead = rankg, the lemma follows.

5.2. Fix a E Bx and define 7?, as in 2.5. By 2.5 we may replace [L(-X, - X) :

V(-X, -s&X)] in 5.1 by [L(-X, -X) : V(-X, -s-X)]B . In computing the latter

we may assume without loss of generality that B is replaced by Bx and that X =

-0)a . Then we have V(-X, - säX) = V(-wßX, - wBsáX) = V(-p, - s_w¡¡áp)

where p = wBX = G)_w a. Since wBä = wjä (actually a = a unless wB =

-1 ) the result is the same as if we took X = to      , that is on the -wBa corner.

Actually it is clear that wBB¡ = -B¡ and that [L(-X, - X) : V(-X, - säX)]

= [L(-X, - X) : V(-X, - s_WTïX)] so changing from antidominant to domi-

nant X involves no complications. Finally the multiplicities [L(-X, - X) :

V(-X, - saX)]B are given in the table. For the reader's convenience we have

presented these results in the form of numbered Dynkin diagrams in which to
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the vertex defining say the root a we have assigned the corresponding multi-

plicity when X lies on the a-corner. It should be noted that the results for Bn

and Cn differ because otE ß\ has to be replaced by its affiliated root ä.

5.3. To illustrate our method we take g of type 7J>8 with X — -(co3 + co6)

(notation Bourbaki). For a = a3, we have 73, = {a, ,a2,a3,a4,a5} which is

type A$. From the table we deduce a multiplicity of 3 in this case. For a = a6,

we have Bx - {a4 ,a5,a6,a7, a8} which is of type D5 and from the table we

deduce a multiplicity of 4. Hence [U(g)/Jmax(X) : Ead] = 8 - 3 - 4 = 1 . Again

take g of type An with n — I + k(l + I) and

/

X = -¿Za(k+\)i-
i=i

Take a = a{k+X)¡. Then 7?, is a system of type A2k+X with a its central root.

Each such term gives a contribution of (k + 1). Hence [U'(g)/ Jmax(X) : Ead] =

k(l+l) + l-(k + l)l = k. These examples show that [U (g) / Jmax(X) : Ead] can

be quite small for X of intermediate singularity.

5.4. In virtue of 3.4 we can essentially ignore the question of whether our in-

duced modules are in fact irreducible. Actually we are implicity getting close

to irreducibility by forcing dim VB„(p) to be as small as possible. For example

when dim VB„(p) = 1 then the annihilator of the induced module is completely

prime, hence primitive. Actually we checked in all cases (except a = a2 in F4 )

that our choice of invariant parabolic led to an irreducible induced module.

Here we used a remarkably efficient sufficiency condition for irreducibility due

to Jantzen [14, Corollary 3]. (In type F4 with a = a2 we only checked necessity

via [14, Corollary 2].) This can be expressed as follows.

Theorem. Take B" c B and set R>,+ = R+ n Nß". Choose //eh* such

that (p,av) E N+ for all a E B". Suppose that for each ß E R+ - R"+

satisfying (ßy ,p) E N+ there exists a e R° such that sßa e R"+. Then

MB"^) := c/(ß)®t/(P „) VB"^lJL) 's irreducible.

As it stands this criterion is a little messy to verify in our situation. However

suppose we ignore the hypothesis that (/?v ,p) e N+ (that is we check for each

ß E R+ - (R"+ U (TvJ n 7v+)) that there exists a E R°ß such that sßa E R"+ ).

Then we can check this criterion on the conjugate pair Ë" = wB" , X = wp.

Indeed if we set R" = Z7Í" nfi it is equivalent to requiring that for each

ß E R - (R" U 7?°) that there exists a E R°x such that sßa E È". Since X is

given to us (whereas p has to be computed) this is much easier. Except in F4

this was enough to give irreducibility for the tabulated values of B   .

5.5. In the above we are in some sense checking more than we need and it is

relevant to ask if this can give additional information.  In fact we have with
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B" , p as in 5.4 the

Corollary. Suppose that for each ß € R-(R"uR°) there exists a E 7?° such that

sßaER". Then L(MB„(p) ,MB„(p)) is semisimple. In particular Ann MB,(p)

is a maximal ideal.

By 5.4 both MB,,(p) and MB,,(-wB,,p) are irreducible. Set

S = L(LB„(p),MB„(p)),    S' = L(MB„(-wBllp),MB„(-wB„p)).

Since MB„(p) is simple in D it is self-dual and so S is isomorphic to the

generalized principal series module LB,,(-p, - p) := L((MB„(p) ® MB,,(p))*).

Similarly S' is isomorphic to LB,,(wB„p,wB„p). Yet as noted in [9, 2.10] suit-

able integration gives a nondegenerate U(g) <g> U(g) invariant pairing between

LB,,(-p, - p) and LB„(wB„p,wB„p). (One requires that VB„(p) <8> VB„(p)

should be contragredient as an xB„xxB„ module to VB„(-wB„p)®VB„(-wBllp).

A purely algebraic description of this pairing for the case B" = 0 can be found

in [10, 9.6.9; 11, §6].)

We conclude that S, S' are nondegenerately paired. On the other hand by

[18, III, 4.13] d(S/SocS) < d(S) with a similar assertion for S'. Hence

S = Soc S which is hence semisimple. Since U(g)/ Ann MB„(p) is a submodule

of S it is also semisimple and because Ann MB,,(p) is primitive hence prime

this quotient must be simple.

Remark. Given that AnnMB,,(p) is maximal, semisimplicity is already a con-

sequence of the dimension estimate d(S/SocS) (cf. 3.15). Of course the

reader might guess that we were really trying to prove simplicity under these

hypotheses. Unfortunately this is false in type D7 with X = û)5, Ê" as in the

table and p = wX, B" := wÊ" c Ti. In fact the calculation in 4.7 shows the

generalized principal series module has length 2 whilst the reader can amuse

himself by checking that the hypothesis of 5.5 holds for these choices.

5.6. Recall that X e h* is assumed antidominant and that we can take Bx c B .

Gupta [12] calls X nonspecial if (X,yv) — -1, y e Rx (equivalently in 7?)

implies y E Bx (hence in B ). In [23, 4.2] we defined X to be semiregular if

[L(-X,-X): V(-X,-sáX)]= 1 for all y e Bxx . Gupta established [12] that for

X nonspecial an induced ideal I ^ Jm\nW is generated over Jmin(X) by one

copy of the adjoint representation occurring in I/Jmin(X). (Here induction is

assumed to be from a U(p) module of dimension one.) In [23, 4.4] we estab-

lished (a slight modification of) this result and its converse for X semiregular.

Now assume X nonspecial and take a e Blx c B. Given ß e Bx c B

we must have (ß,a) = 0 for otherwise y := sßa satisfies (X,yv) = -1  and

y E Rx-Bx. We conclude that the connected component of {a}l)Bx containing

a is just {a} (which is a system of type Ax ). Thus a = a and from our table

that [L(-X, - X), V(—X, - S-X)] = 1 . We conclude that X nonspecial implies
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X semiregular. On the other hand our table gives a myriad of situations when

these multiplicities are one and yet X is special.

6. Summary of notation used in table and computation of degree

6.1. We recall that for each simple Lie algebra designated by "type" (in the

table) we select a e B designated by "root" and compute the "multiplicity" of

V(X,s&X) in U(g)/Jmax(X) when X lies on the a corner. To do this we set

B' = B - {a} and compute the unique 77 e h forming an s-triple X,H, Y

with X = J2ßeB> Xß, Y ExB, . Then [77, XJ is proportional to Xa with the

proportionality factor being designated by "coefficient". We compute the basis

B0 c R+ for those roots ß E R satisfying [H,Xß] = 0. We extend this to

the subbasis B0 II Bx of R having the property that each ß e 7? satisfying

[H,Xß] = Xß takes the form ß = y + ô, yEBx, Se NBq n R+ . In the table

the sets BQ, Bx are described using the conventions and notations of Bourbaki

[7]. We use this data to compute the nilpotent orbit GX designated by "orbit

(1)" in the table. This is described for the exceptional algebras by Dynkin data

and for the classical algebras using the notation in Carter [8, 13.1].

6.2. In the table "orbit (2)" designates the unique dense nilpotent orbit in the

zero variety ^(JmaxW) of %xJmax(X) when X lies on the a-corner. After

3.7 one has GX c ^r{JmaxW), so GX is the required orbit if and only if

dimensions coincide. Let x(B') denote the Macdonald representation (6.5) of

IV generated by the polynomial formed from the product of roots in Rl+ :=

NT?' n 7?+ and let lZ(B>)®sn denote the lowest "degree" in which t(TJ') ® sn

occurs in S(h). After 3.11 one has dimJA'(Jmax(X)) > cardR-2l.B,,^sn.

From our knowledge of BQ and Bx we guess a subbasis Ë" c 7?+ such that

(G>n ,ß) > 0 for all ß E Ê" and cardN7i"n7<+ = lx{B,m„ . Let w E W satisfy

B" := wB c B (fortunately w never has to be computed and of course B is

not uniquely determined) and set p = wX. In the table "subtype" designates the

root system defined by B" . By construction there exists a finite dimensional

simple U(pB„) module Vg„(p) with highest weight p - p. Its dimension

which unfortunately is not always one is given in the table. The annihilator J

of the induced module MB„(p) := U(g) 0^,    , VB„(p) satisfies d(U(g)/J) -

card 7? - card(Z7i" n R) from which we conclude that yfj = Jmax(X) and that

"orbit (2)" is the Richardson orbit whose closure in GmB„ . Furthermore we

show that pB„ is (for our choices) an invariant parabolic subalgebra and so when

dim VB„(p) — 1 we conclude that the required multiplicity is just card7?" .

6.3. When dim VB„(p) > 1 some additional information is computed, not all

of which is strictly necessary. Using [8, 13.1] we compute the cardinality of

the component group Ax of "orbit (2)". It is always < 4 thus indicating

that not too much difficulty will be encountered (cf. 3.21, 3.23). In the table

we designate by "representation" the Goldie rank representation associated to

Jmax(X) using the notation in [26, I, §8] for the classical algebras and in [3, §4]
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for £g. (This representation is just the Macdonald representation associated

to B" .) In the table "length" designates the length of a left cell containing the

representation. This is computed by the truth of Lusztig's conjecture [26, II,

§ 10] as demonstrated by Lusztig himself [28]. When this length is strictly greater

than one we determine a new subbasis &" satisfying the same conditions as

Ë". Let w e IV satisfy B1" := w'Ê'" and set p = w'X. Induction from the

simple U(pB,„) module VB,„(p) gives an alternative description of Jmax(X)

and comparison enables us to compute the required multiplicity.

Take A on a corner. Then U(g)/Jmax(X) is always a principal series mod-

ule. This allows one to calculate multiplicities of other É types (for corner

weights) and scalar factors in certain Goldie rank polynomials. For all this it

is enough to take X — coa : a E B. When dim VB„ (p) = 1 our assertion fol-

lows from 3.20, 3.21 whose pB„ is the invariant parabolic in question and of

course rkU(a)/J (û)a) = 1. When dimVB„(p) > 1 additional computation

is needed. In all cases except a = a2 in type F4 an analysis along the lines

of 4.6, 4.7 suffices. One has rk(C/(a)/.7 (©a)) = dim VB,„(p) when the latter

is listed. When in addition dim VB,„(p) < dim VB„(p) this primitive quotient

is described as a principal series module by B1" and otherwise by B" . (For

example in type Bn with a = am : 3m > n > 2n, it is B" which describes

t7(g)//max(6)Q) as a (generalized) principal series module.) For a = a2 in type

T^ the left cell lengths associated to the special representation J^2 , range be-

tween 5 and 7 so our previous analysis fails. Here 3.24 and 3.25 are used.

6.4. We have not yet explained how to compute "degree" for the classical Lie

algebras. Here we present the appropriate formulae which were deduced from

[25, §2].
Let 0 < ax < a2< ■■ ■ < ak be a partition of n denoted in short by a . Set

|a| = 5>„ m(a) = Wa<).
7=1 7=1     V        A

If a* is the dual partition one easily checks that

k

\a\ = \a\,        m(a*) = ^2(k-i)ak_i+x.
7=1

Now suppose g is simple of type An_x . Then the Weyl group is isomorphic

to the symmetric group Sn on n elements and Sn is parametrized by the

partitions of n.

If a is a partition, let IV1 be a subgroup of IV isomorphic to Sa. x Sa, x

■ ■ ■ x Sa. generated by a subbasis B1 c B of type Aa._x x Aa,_x x ■ ■ ■ x Aa._x .

Macdonald's construction [30] associates to the sign representation of IV1 an

irreducible representation t(TJ') or Ea of IV satisfying

K(B>) = card(N7i' n R+) = m(a).
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Since tensoring by sign corresponding to taking dual partitions we conclude that

lT(B')®sn = m(a) •

Let g be simple of type Bn  (resp.   Cn ). Let a = (a, < a2 <   •   < ak+x),

ß = {ßx < ß2<-- < ßk) be partitions such that

7<+l k

£«,■ + £/*, = «.        a,>0,/i.>0.
7=1 J=\

In the dual partitions a* ,ß* we assume all terms > 0 and take Dx to be the

empty root system. Let R' c R be a root system of type

D.xD.x-xD,   x Ba. x ■ ■ ■ x B„.
a' a' a   , ß" ß  ,,

(resp. D.xD.xxD.   x Cn. x ■ ■ ■ x Cn.  ).

Then Macdonald's construction associates to the sign representation of IV' an

irreducible representation x(R') or En „ of IV satisfying

lx{RI) = card(7v' n R+) = 2m(a*) + 2m(ß*) + \ß*\.

Tensoring by sign is no longer simply taking dual partitions; but one checks

from [25, 2.4] using 3.10 (*) and the formula in [3, §2] (see Pp(q) ) that

lxiR,)ssn = 2m(a) + 2m(ß) + \a\.

Whilst it is true (though not obvious) that the above construction gives a

parametrization of IV in types Bn and Cn this does not mean (unlike type

An ) that all Macdonald representations have such a presentation. In particular

we can have a subset B" c B not of the above type and then we have to be

able to describe the Macdonald representation x(B") in terms of the above

parametrization. This question is considered in 6.5.

Let g be simple of type Dn . Let a — (a, < • • • < ak), ß = (ßx< ß2 <■■■ <

ßk) be partitions such that

¿2<*i + ibßj = n>        af.>0, 0,>O.
i=i j=\

Set a' = (0 < a, < ■■ ■ <ak). Let En ß be the representation of IV obtained by

restriction of the representation En, ß of the Weyl group of type Bn containing

IV as a subgroup of index 2. Then Ea ß = Eß n is irreducible if a ^ ß while

E splits into two distinct irreducible IV modules E ,E . From [25,

2.7(iii)] we obtain

lE f = 2m(a*) + 2m(ß*) + inf(\a*\, \ß*\),

lE^sn = 2m(a) + 2m(ß) + mf(\a\,\ß\),

where we can take either E   n = E   ñ or E   R = E   ñ when a = ß .
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6.5. Take re IV. By definition / is just the lowest degree in which x occurs in

5(h). Following [18, II, 1.1] we call x univalent if it occurs with multiplicity

one in that degree and let Mx denote the associated univalent module. Let

R' E R be a root subsystem with Weyl group IV1 and set h' = I)\R,± • In [29,

3.2] Lusztig and Spaltenstein point out that Macdonald's construction extends

to a truncated induction functor jw, carrying a univalent representation x of

IV1 to a univalent representation x of W. One has Mx = CIVMx, and so

Mx identifies with the irreducible subrepresentation x of Ind^,, x satisfying

lx = lx,. We remark that the sign representation sn of IV is univalent with

lsn = card7?+ and that we recover Macdonald's construction by taking x to be

the sign representation of IV1.

Let R.', R" be root subsystems of 7? with Weyl groups IV1, IV" respectively.

If R', R" are of the same type, then card R' = card 7?" and IV' = IV" and so

we conclude that
w w

(*) jw,{sn) = jw„(sn).

Yet (outside type An ) it can happen that (*) holds even if R1 ,R" are of dif-

ferent type. This fact was already reported by Macdonald [30, §3]. To analysis

this (for the situations of concern to us) let 7?j, 7?2 be mutually orthogonal root

subsystems of 7? and R',R" root subsystems of Rx . Let WX,W2,W',!V"

denote the corresponding Weyl subgroups of IV with sn denoting the sign

representation of the group in question.

Lemma. If j%\(sn) = j%\,(sn) then j^,xWi(sn)= jZ„xWl(sn).

One easily checks that induction by stages applies to j . Hence

.W ,      . .W ,.rV,XrV2,      ., -W , ,1V¡ ,      ,„        .
Jw>xw2(sn) =Jwtxw2Üw'xw2(sn)) =Jw^w20w'(sn)®sn)>

from which the required result follows.

6.6. Let « be a positive integer > 2. For each ie {1,2,...,»} define an

involution ai on C[e, ,e2, ... ,ej through a¡e¡ = e if i ^ j and fj(e(. = -e;.

Set

5 = (l+aI)(l+a2),        A = (I - ox)(l - o2)

and for each k e {1,2, ... ,n) set

k 77

Tk = WV+°i)WV-°j)   and   P=    IT    («/-«y)-
7=1 j = k+\ l<7</<77

2 2
Lemma, (i) Sp is divisible by e, - e2.

2 2
(ii) Ap is divisible by e,e2(e, -e2).

(Hi) Take k = [(n+ l)/2]. Then

TkP= n ^-^ n ú-a fi°,
\<i<j<k k+\<r<s<n l=k + \

up to a nonzero scalar.
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(i) Define the involution sx on Qe, ,e2, ... ,ej through sxex = e2, sxe2 =

ex , sxEj = e. : j > 2. Given q e C[ex ,e2, ... ,ej one checks that sxq = -q

implies that e, - e2 divides q. Clearly sxp — -p. Since sx commutes with

5, we conclude that ex -e2 divides Sp . Yet Sp is an even polynomial in e,e2

and so e, + e2 also divides Sp . The assertion follows by unique factorization.

(ii) Since Ap is odd in both ex ,e2 it follows that sx,e2 both divide Ap.

We conclude as in (i).

(Hi) Assume « > 4, so k ,n - k > 2. Since the ai commute pairwise, it

follows from (i), (ii) and unique factorization that the right-hand side divides

Tkp. Yet both sides have the same degree so it remains to prove that the

scalar is nonzero. (This is a delicate point!) A standard expansion of p gives

a monomial of the form F["=1 e'~ which is odd with respect to exactly k =

[(n+l)/2] involutions ct( and even with respect to the remaining n-k . Since p

is totally antisymmetric with respect to the permutation group Sn on n letters

we can relabel indices to obtain a monomial in p which is left invariant by Tk .

This monomial cannot cancel with any of the other monomials because the o¡

only change signs. This proves the required observation for n > A. One checks

the cases n = 2,3 by hand.

6.7. The following result was reported by Macdonald [30, §3]. As his analysis

is rather brief we have supplied a few extra details.

Corollary. Take R of type Bn. If R' is of type A2k_2 : 2k < n + 1 (resp.

A2k_x :2k < n) and R" is of type Dk x Bk_x   ( resp. Dk x Bk) then

w w
JWi{sn)=jw„(sn).

Both parts are similar and we prove only the first. Induction by stages reduces

us to the case when n = 2k - 1. We obtain an A2k_2 system 7?' in Bn by

suppressing the last root an anda DkxBk_x system by Dynkin's procedure of

adding the negative aQ of the highest root and suppressing ak . Then using the

Bourbaki notation for the roots of Bn we find (notation 6.5) that p spans the

univalent module M' for the sign representation of IV' while the right-hand

side of 6.6(iii) spans the univalent module M" for the sign representation of

IV" . (Both terms are the appropriate products of positive roots.) The assertion

in 6.6(iii) implies that M" c CIVM' and so CIVM" = CIVM1 by simplicity.

Hence the assertion of the lemma.

6.8. By duality the above result holds for type C also. Via 6.4 a similar con-

clusion holds for type D . Combined with 6.5 we obtain a number of nontrivial

occurrences of 6.5 (*) in particular all those used in constructing our table.

6.9. Take R of type Bn and 3k + 1 < n. The subsystem R1 obtained by

suppressing a2k+x  is of type A2k x Bn_2k_x . Via 6.5, 6.7 we have

w
jw,(sn) = x(Dk+x x Bk x Bn_2k_x) = En¿
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Figure
We depict for each classical Lie algebra the largest value reached by the multiplicity.

In types B„, C„,D„ the multiplicity increases by one on going from

left to right and by two on going from right to left,

the second operation being done last. (For greater precision, see table.)
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where a* - (k + I),  ß* = (k ,n - 2k - 1).   We conclude that  m(a) = 0,

m(ß) = k . Hence

^(R')®sn = 3A: + 1.

This agrees with the result tabulated under "degree".

6.10. Take R of type Dn and 3/c + 1 < n. The subsystem 7?' obtained by

suppressing a2k+x is of type A2k x Dn_2k_x . Via 6.5-6.8 we have

jw,(sn) = Enß

where a* = (k + I ,n - 2k - I), ß* = k. We conclude that m(a) = k + 1,

m(ß) = 0 and inf(|a|, \ß\) = inf(« -k,k) = k. Hence

l-r(R')®sn -3k+ 2

as tabulated.

6.11. Finally the representation E computed in say 6.9, 6.10 is related to that

given under the heading "representation" by the operation E —> E <g> sn (in

virtue of equality in 3.10). Here one must use Lusztig's procedure [26, I, §5] to

make the correspondence between the notation in the table and the classification

given in 6.4-6.8 for the classical Lie algebras. For example in type Bn the

representation defined by Ea ß is described in the table by the array

PXP2-P m

277J+1
withwhere X¡ = a¡ + i - I, p. - ß■ + j - 1 . For example take a = a

3m + 1 < n. Then (m „~2m) occurs under the heading representation and

corresponds to E. n__2m_X) ,m+X\- This is just sn®x(R') where R' is obtained

by suppressing a2m+1 , as required. It also corresponds to x(B ) where (see

subtype) B" is of type A2 x Ax . Via 6.5 and 6.7 this is equivalent to x(Rx)

with 7?, a system of type D"~ m~ x D2 x 7?["+ and (taking dual partitions)

t0 £(,7,,n-2,7,-i),(77,+1) as required.

7. Numbered Dynkin diagrams

The multiplicities for corner weights are conveniently summarized by the

numbered Dynkin diagrams shown in the figure above.

The table describing our computations for the classical (resp. exceptional)

Lie algebras has been broken up over several pages with ony the first column

repeated on each page.
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Table: Notation-Bourbaki [7], Carter [8], Lusztig [26, I].

Type Root

Classical Lie Algebras

Coefficient

An

77 odd
am: 1 <m< a± -(77-1) £, - E.    „-1  :   1  <  7 < 777

An

n even
am: 1 <m< § -(71-1)

«2m+l

1   <  3777 + 1   < 77
-2(77-777-  1) «m±i+l ±«(.-7+1 : 1  < 1 < 777

«m+1

B„ «2m+l

3m + 1 > 71 > 2777 + 1
-2(77-777- 1)

«mii+l ± «71-1+1 : 1 < i < 77 - 2m - 1

«m-j+l - «n-;+l : n - 2m < j < m

«m+1

5„ «2m

3 < 3m < 7i
-2(77-m- 1)- 1 em-,+l + «m+, : 1 < 7 < m

B„ «2m

3m > 77 > 2m
-2(77-m- 1) - 1 «m-,+i +Era+, : 1 < 7 < m

B„
7i odd

-(71-1) £,+£„_,+ , : 1 </< V

77 even

-(77-1) «i + e»-/+i : 1 < ' < f

«2m+l

1 < 3m + 1 < 7i
-2(77-m- 2)- 1 «m-i+2 + «m+i : 1 < / < m + 1

C„ «2m+l

3m + 1 > 77 > 2m + 1
-2(77-m-2)- 1 £m_¡+2 + «m+; : 1 < 7 < m + 1

C «2m

3 < 3m < 77
-2(77-777-  1) -l+l  - «n-i+l \

►i+i + «n-i+I     J
: 1 < 7 < m

G «2m

3m > 71 > 2m
-2(77 -777-1) £m_,+ l       £„_,+ , | . x < /<n_2m

«m+l+«n-i+l     J

£m_J+i + £m+J :n-2m + l<j<m

Cn
71 odd

-2(71- 1)
«Í +««-l+l : 1 < ' < ^

Cn
n evenl

-2(77-1) £, +£„_,+ , : 1 < / < f

D„ «2m+l

1 < 3m + 1 < 77
-2(77 -m-2) «m+1 +- «n

«rnii+1 ±«ti-i : 1 < 7 < m

D„ «2m+l

3m + 1 > 7i > 2m + 1
-2(77 -m-2)

«m+1 ± «n

£m±,+ i ± £„_, : I < j' < n — 2m — 2
em-j+¡ + em+J+¡ : n - 2m - 1 < j < m

D„ «2m

3 < 3m < 77
-2(77-m-2)- 1 £m-/+l +£m+i : 1 < 7 < m

D„ «2m

3m > 71 > 2m + 1
-2(7i-m- 2) - 1 «m-,+ 1 +«m+/ : 1 < 7 < m

Dn
77 odd

«„-I,«n -2(7,-2) «1 — «n

«i+l +«n-i : 1 < 7 <
71-3

2

On
77 even

«n-i,«d -2(77-2) «1 -«(I

£,+ , + £„_,: 1 </< Sf2
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Type

Classical Lie Algebras

Orbit ( 1 ) = GX Orbit (2) = Gx

An

7i odd (77 - 771 +  1 . 771) (77 — 777 + 1 ,771)

An

n even

-(£, -£.+ „_2)

«i ~ «1+4
: 1 < I < 77

(71 - 777 + 1 ,m) (tí - m + 1 ,m)

B„ (Im + 1 ;2t7 - 4m - 1) (2m + 1 ;2t7 - 4m - 1)

Bn (2m + 1,2«- 4m - 1) (2m + 1 ;2t? - 4m - 1)

-(«m-i+i - «n-i+i) : 1 < 7 < 771

Bn -(em+J+¡ - e„_j+t) : I < ; < m - 1

~«m+l

(277! ;2ti - 4m - 1) (2t! ;2ti - 4m — 1)

B„ -(«m±i+l ±«n-i+l) : 1  < 7 < 71 -2777 (2771 ;2ti - 47?¡ - 1) (0 ; 2m + 1 , 2??i - 1 , 2ti - 4m + 1 )

Bn
n odd

(n;l) (7i;l)

B„
n even

(77;1) (0 ; 7! + 1 , 7! - 1,1 )

Cn -(£m_,+2-£„_,+ ,): 1 <i< m+1

-(em+J+i -8,-j+i): 1 <j < m

(2m + 1 ;ti - 2m - 1) (0;77 - 2m - 1 ,?7! + 1 ,m)

C„

>-/+2 -«/l-i+l) 1

i+i+l + «il —i+1 ) J
1 < 7 < i - 2m - 1

(2m + 1 ;ti - 2m - 1) (2771 + 1 ;ti - 2m - 1)

Cn (2m ;n - 2m) (2m; 7i — 2m)

Cn (2m ;77 - 2m) (2m ; 77 — 2m)

C„
n odd

(7i;0) (i;0)

Cn
n even

(7i;0) (7i;0)

D„ 2m + 1 ; 2ti - 4m - 3,1 ) (2m + 1 ; 2ti - 4m - 3. 1 )

Dn (2m+ 1;2ti -4m- 3, 1) (2m + 1 ;2t7 — 4m -3,1)

D„ (2m;2n -Am - 1,1) (27i-4m- l,2m+ 1 ;2m- 1,1)

D„

"(«m+1 ± «n)

-(«rn-i+l -Un-,) : 1 < 7 < m

-(em+1+1 -£„-, : 1 < 7<m- 1 (2m;27i -4m- 1,1) (2m; 2i7-4m- 1.1)

Dn

Dn
7! odd

D„
n even

-(«m+1 ±«n)

-(«m±i+i ± «h-,) : I < / < 77 - 2m - 1 (1 ; 77,71 -2)

(1 ;ti+ 1,71- 3)

(1 ;ti + 1 ,71 -3)

(1;ti,77-2)

( 1 ; 71 + 1 ,71 - 3)

(1;ti+ l,fi- 3)
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Type degree

Classical Lie Algeb

Invariant parabolic B" B"

An

n odd «o 1 < 7 < m

An
n even

£, — £    n-2 : 1 < i <.m 1 < i < m

3m + 1
*n-3(m-i+l) .«n-3(m-i+l) ,+D+i : 1 < / < m

2ti — 3m - 1 '»21-1 : 1 < i < 3m - 7i + 1

«6m-2n+3; , «6m-2n+3.i+l : 1 < 7 < 71 - 2m - 1

Bn im
_1+1 -£„_,+ , 1   .,

n+i      «n—i+1     J
< i < m

«n-3(m-i+l)+l >«n-3(m-i+l)+2 1 < 7 < m

B„ 2« — 3m
£m_,+ i + Cm+i+i : 7i - 2m + 1 < / < m - 1

«mij+i ±«n-/+i :\<j <n-2m

«m+1

«27 : 1 < / < 3m - 7i - 1

«6m-2n-3+3;.«6m-2ii-2+3; : 1 < 7 < 77 - 2m

Bn i±l
?i odd 2

Bn «„+2-2, : 1 < í < *?

Bn
77 even

£,+1 +«„-/+, : 1 < i'< V

_«j+j_
«n+2-2, : 1 < « < 5

3m + 1 {-«:a6 fi,}
«n-3m-l

*n-3(m-í)-2.a«-3(m-í)-l : 1 < ' < m

C„ 2ti - 3m - 1
Em_l+1 + «m+i+1 : 71 - 2m < i < m - 1

2«m+l

«m±j+i ± «n-;+i : ' < j < 71 - 2m - 1

«2,-1 : 1 < i < 3m - 7i + 1

«6m-2n+3j .«6m-2n + 3j + l : 1 < j < 1 - 2lH - I

C, im II«
«n-3(m-,+ l)+l ,«n-3(m-,+ l) + 2 : 1 < 7 < 77!

c„ 277 - 3m «2,-1 : 1 < i < 3m - 7i

•»6m-2n + 3;-2 ■«6m-2n + 3y-l : 1 < 7 < 71 - 2m

c„
7! odd

/>•„ ■ i <r , <r n+i»21- I  • 1 S 7 S —

Cn
n even

«2,-1 :!<<<!

D„ im+ 2 «n-l,«n

«n-3(m-i+l)-l .«n-3(m-i+l) 1  < 7 < 771

Dn

2n — im — 2 «2i-1 : 1 < i < 3m - 77 + 2

«6n,-2n + 3> + 2.«6m-2n + 3,l + 3 :  I  < 7 < 77 - 2m -  1

3m £1  — £n — m >£/«+]  i £/i

«mii+l ±«n-i : 1 <7 <m- 1
«n-3m .«n-l .»«

«n-3(m-i+l)+2>"n-3(m-i+l)+3 : 1 < ! < 771 - 1

Dn 2ti — 3m £m_,+,     £"-'+l 1:1 <i<n-2m
£m+i + «n-i+l     J

em~,+ \ + £m+, : 71 - 277! + 1  < J < 777

«21-1 : 1 < 7 < 3m — 71

>6m-2n + 3j-2 .«6m-2n+3j-l : I < j < It - 2m

D„ n=l

7! odd 2

Dn
n even «0

«2,+2 : 1 < '" < "-J1

«2,+1 : 1 < 7 <
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dim VBi, (ß)\

Classical Lie Algebras

Subtype \\AX\    Representation

1

length B'"

«1 +«2m+2

im n—2m\
\    m+1    I

ti+,+ 1 + «n—i+1   I

n-i + 2 — «ii-i+1 J
1 < i< m

■yim — n+2 fn-lm- I m+l\
\ m+l /

im n-2m+l\

^n-lm x ^im-n

:„_,+ , +Em+, :7i-2m + 1 < /< m

Sm-y+1 - «n-j+1 1 : 1 < _/' < 71 - 2m
«m+7 + «n—j'+l    J

A,2

im n — 2m\
V     m + l     I

2im-n + .n-2m-l _   .3m-n+2 fn — 2m-\ ,n+l\
y        m+l '

<n — 2m s^   ,3m — n in — 2m m+1\
\ m '

2£m+l

em_,+ , +£m+, :7i-2m + 2< I < m

„±¡+]±c„-J+t :\<j<n-2m

(7) £¿+i +£«-/+! :!<'<?

¿™ x A]

23m —n+2

j3m — n

in — 2m — 2        j3m — n+A

An-2m v   j3m-

/        0 m+l        \
\n-2m+l m + 2/

l    Om+1     N
Vn-2m m+l/

£m_J+i +£m+J+i :n-2m<j<m

«m-i+l - «n-, l:0<,<71-2m-2

«m+i+2 + «n-,  J _
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Type

Classical Lie Algebras

dim VB„, (ß' Multiplicity

An

n odd

An

n even

Bn

an-im-\

Q7i-3m-2+3i \-.\<i<m
«n-3m-l+3i  )

2m + 1

Bn
In — 4m — 2

Bn
2m

Bn

a2i-i : 1 < 7 < 3m - 77

a6m-27i-2+37 \ -\<j <n-2m

a6m-2n-l+37 J

23m —n 2h — Am

Bn
n odd

71+1

2

Bn
n even

C„ 2m + 1

C„ 2n - 4m - 1

C 2m

C„
'»17

«2i-i : 1 < ' < 3m - tí - 1

a6in-2ii+37-3 ,Q6m-2i7+37-2 : 1 < 7 < 77 - 2m

23m — n—1 2« — 4m

G
77 odd

G
7! even

«2, :!</<? 2~

Dn
2m+ 2

On

On

Dn
n odd

77 even

«27-1 : 1 < 7 < 3m - tí + 1

a6m-27i+3i+4,«6m-2n+3i+5 : 0 < 7 < 7Î - 2m - 2

23m-u+l 2/î — 4m — 2

2m + 1

2tî — 4m

n-l
2
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Type

Exceptional Lie Algebras

Root   I Coefficient | Bo

E6 «1 ,7*6 10 (IIJll)f (11210)

E6 '»2
(,232t)

E6 f>3,«5
(,222t)

E6 on (0.221)    (1.211)    (122,0)

(2342321)

F-! '»2 ■12 7.111.1)    (012210)    7012,1.)    7.22.00)    (.12.10)

"3 (123210)    7,232,1)    7,22221)

E-, 04 -6 /011100\ /001111\ (111000) (011110) (001110) /111 100-j

E1 "5
(111100) (011111) 7011110\ (012100) (111110) (001111)

i-A "6 (,2322,) _ (,2332,)

I-A '»7 -16 (122111)  (112211) (012221)

Et
-21 (2454321) (2354321)

"2 -15 (2343210) (1343211) (1243221) (1233321)

ES «3 ■11 (1232210) (1232211) (1222221) (1232111) (1233210)

E8 ,»4
(1122110) (1121111) (1222100) (0122210) (0122111\ (1221110)

Eg
(12321,0)  (1122211) (1222210) (1232100)  (0122221)  /1222111)

E« (0111111) (112,100) (1111110) (0121110) 71111111) 70122100)

Eg

Eg

Ja_

JA_

FA

I±-
G2

(¡2

»7 -17 (2343221)    (1343321)    (1244321)

-27 (2465432)

(2342)

"2 (1222),(1234)

"3 -3 1220),(0122),(1121)

<M

"1

'»2 -3

(1111),(0121)

2a | + «2

3a i + 2q¡2
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Exceptional Lie Algebras

Type Orbit (\) = GX

(20202)

Orbit (2) = Gx    degree

m
_(Oim)f_ (0.2,0)

(1.1,0)
(2,0,2) (20202)

-(01o").-(Ui10).-(0ï°).-(01?10)

non
1 (110,1)

(00,10) f_ (12321) (01100)
710101
1.    0 («BOO)

-C12,"1),- (210122) (20D

(002020) (002020)

°)-(1342321)'-(mo"0) (.0.0.2)
7002002)

(000200) (000200)

(002000)

7011111)  _ 7111110)  _ (111111)  _ (012110)

(002000)

(222020)

,1222210)  _ (1222111) _ (1232110)  _ 71122211)  _ (1232100)
72101101) /2020020)

/• 1122100-,  _ (2464321)  _ (0122110)  _ (1111111)
/loio,or
^ 0 (0020002)

11I1100-)  _ /1343321-,  _ 72343221 71010100) (1010100)

(2354321)  _ (1354321)
70100100) 70100100-,

/2465421)  _ 71233221-,
70010010) 70002000-,

(0020002)

(1121111)  _ (2465431)  _ (0122111) CD

(1233211)  _ (1232221)  _ (1232211)

(0020002)

/0020022-,
I  0 I

(2020222)

(1120), -(1221) (1012)

-(1342), -(1110)

-(0011)

-(3a! +a2)

-(«I +«2)

(1010)

(0010)

(2200)

(01)

HO)

(1012)

(0200)

(0200)

(2200)

(02)

(02)
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Type

Exceptional Lie Algebras

Invariant parabolic B"

Bn

E6 {-a :aeBx}

E6 ("¡oo)-("¿,o)-(o,:")-(°r)

¿"6 (00110)    (01111)    (HU.)    (11110)    (01100)

{-a :ae Bx}

Ei

En

(111000) ^ (012210)    (112211)    (012111)    (111110)

Ei

(012111)    (1111.0)    (.111.1)    (0122.0)

Et {-a :ae Bx)

(1122100)     (0121111)     (1121110)    (1221100)    (0122110)     (lllllll)

Et (112.100)    (0111110)    (1222211)    (1111000)    (0121111)    (1I11I10)    (0122100)

Et (1121110)    (1111100)    (0110000)    (0011111)    (1111000)    (01111,0)    (0011100)

Eg (0111100)    (0011111)    (1111000)    (0111110)    (0121000)    (1111100)    (0011110)

E%

IA (12211.1)    (1122111)    (1233211)    (1232.1.)    (0.22211)

{-Q : a e Bx)

(1220),(1122)

(1120),(1111),(0121)

G2

(1220),(1110),(0011)

(»1 + r»2

(t¡ + (»2
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Type

E6

E6

Ei

E6

£7

Ei

Ei

Ei

El

En
E-

Et
Et
Es

Es
Eg
Eg

Es

Es
FA

li
FA

FA

G2
G2

Type

Et,
Eh

E6

E6

Ei

En
Ei

En

En
Ei

Ei

Es

Es

Es
Es

Es
Es

Es

Es
E4

F4

/•4

F4

dl
(¡2

B"
03, a$

02,03,Q5

ax , a2 , 7*4 , ag

Ql,03,«2."5,n6

»2 . "3 - Q5

ax ,a2 ,0.3 ,0:5 ,<xn

ax , a2 ,03 ,£»5 ,a¿

ax ,a2,03,Q4,«6,07

ax ,a2 ,03 ,05 ,ci(, ,an

a2 ,014 , ot(,, an

a2 , «5 , Q7

a2 ,«3 ,(»5 ,r*6 ,ag

<*1 ,f*2>a3>a5>«6>a7

(* 1 , Q2 > °3 > f*5 1 Q6 > al , Ctg

ax, «2, «4 , «5, f*6 i an, «8

«1 , «2 i a3 i a4 1 a6 1 a7 > °8

ai , Q2 ,03 ,c*5 ,c*6 >a7

aj , a2 , 7*3 , 05 , t*6

"2 > «3 . «5

otx ,a2

«1 , 7*3 ,774

Ql ,f*3 ,714

7*3 1 f*4

«1

<*1

Exceptional Lie Algebras

dim VBu(fi)        Subtype

Bm

A2 x A\

A\ x Ax

A2 x A]

Al x Ax
A4 x A2

A3 x A2 x A[

A¡

A\

A2 x A*

Ai x A2 x Ax
A4X A2 x ^1

/46 x /),

^4 x A-}

A] x A2 x .4,

Älx Ax

A2

A2 X /Í!

/12 X /ii

A2

■A
Ax

dimKß,,,^')

|j4jc I    Representation    le

(0120),(1100),(Olli)    a, «2, «4

2835
2835'

24 SA\i

Multiplicity

2
3
4
5
3
5
5
6
6
4

3

5
6

6
6
7
6
5

3
2
2

3
2
1
1
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